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Abstract

The notion behind foundational ontologies is to have a single foundational ontology to serve as a
basis for providing high-level entities and relations that are common between all ontologies in order to facilitate interoperability among heterogeneous systems. However foundational ontologies
alone do not suffice in solving the problem of interoperability, due to the fact that many foundational ontologies exist, each with conflicting philosophies. The WonderWeb Foundational Ontologies Library (WFOL) was envisioned to facilitate interoperability, but not implemented, possibly due to a lack of: ontology mediation (alignment, mapping and merging) techniques, documentation and comparisons between foundational ontologies and modularisation techniques. In
order to solve this problem, three widely used foundational ontologies: DOLCE, BFO and GFO
were selected and a web-based repository, ROMULUS was created. Ontology mediation was
performed to assist in achieving foundational ontology interchangeability between the selected
foundational ontologies. Modularity was performed to simplify ontologies in order to easily
perform mediation and to create modules for specific functions. ROMULUS provides the user
with access to: new foundational ontology modules, mappings between foundational ontologies,
merged foundational ontologies, a higher level foundational ontology containing only the most
general entities common to the three foundational ontologies and a method to assist the user with
performing foundational ontology interchangeability. The new modules in ROMULUS (separate
endurant/perdurant modules, OWL 2 profile modules, and more/less-detailed ontology modules)
are useful when one wants to perform functionality specific to the module type. The mapping and
merged ontologies, which may be used together with the method for performing foundational ontology interchangeability, allow a user to convert between the three foundational ontologies and
to link an ontology using a particular foundational ontology to a different ontology that uses
another foundational ontology, thereby achieving transparency. The higher level foundational
ontology may assist in interoperability because it is a single ontology that encompasses entities
that are common between all three foundational ontologies. ROMULUS has been evaluated in
terms of its foundational ontology interchangeability, accuracy of alignments and by comparing
it to other repositories. From the evaluations, we realised the following: While barely 50% of
the participants agreed with the alignments, real disagreement was less than 10%; foundational
ontology interchangeability may be achieved using the merged ontologies; ROMULUS offers
advanced functionality for most criteria when compared to other repositories. Therefore there is
reason to believe that ROMULUS does assist with foundational ontology interoperability.
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Chapter

1

Introduction
A foundational ontology is one which describes the general high-level entities that are common
across all domains. Foundational ontologies serve as building blocks in ontology development.
By using a foundational ontology, the developer has an idea of how to model the entities of a
domain. The need for foundational ontology usage is increasing especially with the growth of
the Semantic Web. In order to realise the functionality of the Semantic Web, interoperability
is required among all systems. An important function of a foundational ontology is that it is
committed to assist in semantic interoperability among a number of systems. Other reasons
to use foundational ontologies are that they may be used to align domain ontologies, speed up
ontology development, assist in developing ontological applications, and improve the quality of
the proposed system.
Foundational ontologies have been used to align biomedical ontologies [64]. By integrating
different domain ontologies in a common foundational ontology, one is able to identify which
entities are equivalent according to their classification in the foundational ontology. Using foundational ontologies in alignment also ensures that incorrect alignments are avoided. Fig. 1.1 illustrates how two entities from heterogenous domain ontologies may be aligned by using DOLCE
foundational ontology.
It has been proven in an empirical assessment [37] that since high-level entities are already
defined and properly axiomatised in the ontology, the time taken in ontology development is
decreased and the properly axiomatised entities leave less room for modelling errors.
Foundational ontologies are required for applications such as: ontologies for natural language
processes, the Semantic Web [36], database integration, and more. For instance, DOLCE [45]
has been applied to database integration and information retrieval [17]. BFO [45] has been
applied to natural language processing and database integration [65, 67]. Some applications of
GFO [25] include domain specific semantic wikis [29], ontological foundation of conceptual
modelling [23] and ontology modelling for software applications [28]. SUMO [52] has been
used in knowledge reasoning [7] and natural language processing [53, 58].
Scientific ontologies such as those used in the biomedical [21, 10, 9], environment [49] and
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Figure 1.1.: Using a foundational ontology to align entities from heterogenous ontologies.
life science [5, 34, 35] domains mainly use BFO and GFO. There is an increase in BFO usage
due to the fact that the OBO foundry [67] has recommended that ontologies registered on the
OBO foundry use BFO. However, some granularity issues are encountered when aligning life
sciences ontologies with BFO [60]. DOLCE and SUMO have been applied to a variety of subject
domains including engineering [31, 15], biomedical [2], government and military [61], landscape
[66], and more. YAMATO [47] has been applied to several diverse projects such as a medical
ontology [48], functional ontology [40] and an ontology of genomics [46].

1.1. Foundational ontologies and the Semantic Web
One of the main reasons to use foundational ontologies is to realise the functionality of the Semantic Web and its applications. The Semantic Web is an improved extension of the web which
is meaningful to machines. The integrated web of linked data which make up the semantic web
automates many operations. However, Semantic Web system developers use their preferred ontologies. The semantics of each foundational ontology differs causing a problem in semantic
interoperability. Heterogeneous systems on the semantic web are restricted to committing to
a single foundational ontology in order to promote interoperability. However, no single foundational ontology is used across all systems, therewith preventing interoperability. In order to
enable such semantic operations, there is a need for infrastructure which integrates foundational
ontologies. One such library was envisioned in the WonderWeb Foundational Ontologies Library (WFOL) [45]. However, this library was not implemented due to theoretical and usage
gaps. According to their ontological commitments, Semantic Web applications should be able to
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commit to different but systematically related modules of the envisioned library. The advantage
of having such a library is that developers may use their preferred foundational ontology, and
will be able to translate it to a common foundational ontology for semantic web systems. The
philosophy behind the WFOL is clearly described in WonderWeb deliverable D18 [45]. It is
intended to consist of a library of foundational ontologies, such as DOLCE, BFO and OCHRE
[59], each with different underlying philosophies and ontological criteria thereby satisfying the
different requirements and use cases of ontology developers. Main goals of the WFOL include
the following:
• The library is to be used as a starting point for building new ontologies. The library aids
in this by classifying the things that are to be modelled in the domain. This is performed
by providing an integrated, high level view of the implemented foundational ontologies in
order to assist ontology developers.
• It is to provide a reference for comparisons between ontological approaches.
• It is to provide a general framework for critically analysing and integrating foundational
ontologies.
In order to realise the goals of the WFOL, it is required for there to be some guidelines, such
as content comparison and ontological alignments that aid in achieving foundational ontology
interchangeability. By content comparison, we mean comparing the structure, entities and relational properties of ontologies to one another. To the best of our knowledge, there has not been
any work done on comparing foundational ontology content or providing complete alignment
sets between foundational ontologies. The GFO documentation offers some rough mappings between itself and DOLCE, but it is not completely usable at this stage in that both foundational
ontologies have been changed since release. Furthermore it does not include alignments between
relational properties.

1.2. Motivation
Seeing that foundational ontologies enable semantic interoperability but the infrastructure to
allow for this is lacking, there is a need to solve this problem. The rationale behind the unimplemented WFOL was to assist with this issue of semantic interoperability by providing an infrastructure that would assist with foundational ontology interchangeability. We hope to realise the
solution by creating a novel web-based repository of foundational ontologies.

1.3. Problem statement
There has been an exponential growth in ontology development for the Semantic Web. This
causes ontology interoperability issues. Different foundational ontologies are used rather than
committing to a single foundational ontology. In order for Semantic Web applications to share
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and process information correctly there is a need for ontology integration, so that ontology developers committing to a preferred foundational ontology will achieve seamless linking to domain
ontologies. However, to the best of our knowledge, infrastructure to perform ontology integration for foundational ontologies do not exist. Such infrastructure includes content comparison
between foundational ontologies, and alignments or mappings between foundational ontologies.

1.4. Research objectives and tasks
To solve this problem, we will select three foundational ontologies to which we perform a content comparison and thereafter mediation which includes the processes of alignment, mapping
and merging. This will be implemented in a repository of foundational ontologies, such as the
proposed WFOL, with the aim of supporting foundational ontology interoperability. The main
objective of this research is to investigate and overcome the issues posed in foundation ontology
interchangeability with a focus on mediation and modularity. The development of a tool will
facilitate this. In order to achieve this, the following subtopics must be investigated:
• Compare the foundational ontologies of the library to one another. In order to perform this
research objective, we must first perform the task of selecting foundational ontologies to
be included in the library after extensive research and careful consideration.
• Provide a content comparison of the foundational ontologies. In order to obtain this, we
must perform the task of identifying similarities and differences between foundational ontologies, regarding structural organisation, naming convention and related entities. For
instance, one may assume that a DOLCE endurant is similar to a BFO Continuant but the
term names are different.
• Perform the task of creating functional modules of foundational ontologies, where applicable.
• Identify and devise a way to deal with the conflicting theories between foundational ontologies. For instance, BFO ontology takes on a philosophy of realism and as such abstract entities are not allowed, while DOLCE follows a descriptive philosophy allowing
common-sense notions such as abstract entities to be modelled.
• Perform ontology mediation:
– Perform alignment, mapping and merging of the foundational ontologies.
– Take into consideration: approximate alignments and mapping inconsistencies that
may arise.
– Create a higher-level foundational ontology.
• Promote reuse of the foundational ontologies, its modules and mapping and merged ontologies by performing the task of creating extensive metadata for each ontology in the
repository.
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• Perform experimental evaluation of the theory by creating a tool to assist with foundational
ontology interchangeability.

1.5. Structure of thesis
The remainder of the thesis is structured as follows: In Chapter 2 we introduce and describe
the materials and methods used to solve the problem of foundational ontology interchangeability. Chapter 3 is a review of literature on: The proposed WFOL, official foundational ontology
publications, comparative studies of popular foundational ontologies, existing ontology repositories, ontology modularisation, ontology mediation, ontology metadata, ontology browsing
tools, and ontology verbalisation. Chapter 4 describes the processes and outcomes of foundational ontology mediation: content comparison, alignment, mapping, and merging. This chapter
also introduces a novel method to be used to perform foundational ontology interchangeability.
Chapter 5 presents the design and features of the web-based repository, ROMULUS. In Chapter
6, we present and summarise the results of each evaluation performed. In this Chapter, we also
compare ROMULUS to the envisioned WFOL. Lastly, in Chapter 7, we conclude the problem,
propose future direction for foundational ontology interchangeability and present a summary of
contributions.
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Materials and Methods
The proposed library, ROMULUS, will be developed as a web-based application using web
markup and scripting languages for display and operations. Existing libraries and plugins may
be used to assist with ontology browsing and ontology verbalisation. The web-based application,
will be created with the following languages and tools: HTML, SWAT natural language tools,
ONSET [39], Tomcat, and WebProtégé [71]. The interface of ROMULUS is to be simple and
modular, allowing the user to perform specific functions as required.

2.1. Methodology
The traditional waterfall method is used as an approach for the software development process of
the proposed repository. The tasks to be performed are outlined here:
• Perform a literature review on topics including: The proposed WFOL, official foundational
ontology publications, comparative studies of popular foundational ontologies, existing
ontology repositories, ontology modularisation, ontology mediation, ontology metadata,
ontology browsing tools, and ontology verbalisation.
• Identify functional and non-functional requirements of the repository.
• Select widely used foundational ontologies to implement in the repository. Motivate for
these choices.
• Perform a content comparison of the selected foundational ontologies. This involves identifying similarities and differences between foundational ontologies.
• Perform modularity of the foundational ontologies using modularity tools and manually.
– Separate 3D entities from 4D entities in the ontologies for modules.
– Create OWL 2 profiles modules.
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– Create more/less-detailed modules.
• Acquire verbalisation of the foundational ontologies by using existing tools.
• Perform ontology mediation of the foundational ontologies:
– Perform ontology alignment. Identify approximate alignments as follows:
∗ Use existing ontology mediation tools to automatically and semi-automatically
identify alignments.
∗ Use documentation to find existing ontological alignments between foundational
ontologies.
∗ Perform alignment manually. Use content comparison performed earlier to specify relations for similar entities and relational properties.
– Perform ontology mapping: Specify mappings between foundational ontologies based
on the alignments from the previous step. Identify ontological inconsistencies that
may arise as follows:
∗ For candidate class mappings:
· Run a reasoner.
· Check if there are any unsatisfiable classes.
· If there are unsatisfiable classes, use the reasoner explanation feature to generate an explanation.
· Analyse explanations.
· Remove inconsistent mapping.
∗ For candidate object property mappings, since object property inconsistencies
and flaws are not properly recognised by reasoners [38], perform the following
tasks:
· Check if the domain and range restriction in an object property alignment
conflicts by using the above method for class alignments.
· If an object property does not have domain and range restrictions, check if it
is the subproperty of another object property by looking at the object property hierarchy. If it is a subproperty of another, check if its superproperty
has domain and range restrictions. The domain and range restrictions of an
object property’s superproperty is inherited by that object property.
· Check if its domain and range restrictions conflicts with its aligning object
property domain and range restrictions by using the above method for class
alignments.
Attempt to provide a solution for inconsistencies by changing an equivalence relation
to a subsumption relation.
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– Perform ontology merging: Create merged ontologies from the foundational ontologies.
– Create a high-level foundational ontology based on high-level common entities from
the foundational ontologies.
– Create a method to be used together with other mediation outputs to assist the user
with foundational ontology interchangeability.
• Compile a general metadata list and gather values for each foundational ontology module.
• Design a software infrastructure meeting research objectives in order to assist the user with
foundational ontology interoperability and linking.
• Select and implement an ontology browsing tool to facilitate online browsing.
• Design and perform an evaluation of the software. Refer to Section 2.2.
– Evaluate foundational ontology interchangeability.
– Evaluation ontological alignments with users.
– Evaluation by comparing other repositories.
• Perform modification of the developed software and documentation if deemed necessary
based on the results of the evaluation.
A flow of these tasks is provided in Fig. 2.1.

Figure 2.1.: Flow of the materials and methods.
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2.2. Evaluation technique
Evaluation techniques have been designed to assess the functional requirements and the ontological alignment sets of ROMULUS. It is to be evaluated in three ways:
1. Evaluate foundational ontology interchangeability: Using the mappings, merged ontologies and foundational ontology interchangeability method, convert a domain ontology
linked to a particular foundational ontology to another foundational ontology.
2. Evaluate ontological alignments by users: The alignments between foundational ontologies that were created in the ontology mediation process will be provided to participants
to assess. Participants to be are provided with, an annotation of each entity and a number
of options, for each alignment. The options, with their meanings in terms of an example
alignment between classes Chips and Crisps are provided below:
• Agree: I agree that Chips and Crisps are exactly the same thing.
• Partially agree: Chips and Crisps are sometimes the same thing. However, if the
chips we are talking about refers to french fries, this is different.
• Disagree: Chips and Crisps are two totally different things.
• Unsure: After thinking about this alignment, I still do not know.
• Skip: I do not wish to answer this.
3. Evaluate functionality by comparison with other ontology repositories: ROMULUS’s
functions will be compared against those of other ontology repositories with respect to the
following functions: browse, mediation, search, metadata, ontology selection, ontology
verbalisation, ontology comparison, and ontology access.

2.3. Foundational ontologies for the repository
DOLCE, GFO and BFO have been selected to be implemented in the repository. We also select
related modules of these foundational ontologies. For DOLCE, we include the FunctionalParticipation, SpatialRelations and TemporalRelations modules. For BFO, we include the BFO with
RO ontology. For GFO, we include the GFO-Basic module. DOLCE, GFO and BFO are popular and up-to-date ontologies. The size and dimensions of these ontologies appear suitable to
enable a thorough understanding of them and identify alignments between them. The ontological criteria of each foundational ontology such as philosophical choice, representation languages
etc. differ; therefore the library will be able to cover different commitments, philosophies and
purposes.
At present, the OWL formalisation of each foundational ontology will be used only. In future,
other ontology language representations of the foundational ontologies will be included. Also,
other foundational ontologies will be included in the proposed repository.
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Literature Review
In this chapter, we explore the theoretical and practical aspects to be considered for creating a
functional repository of foundational ontologies. We begin by introducing widely used foundational ontologies of which we discuss their philosophies, size, and other properties. Existing
foundational ontology comparisons are then analysed and discussed. Existing ontology repositories are then introduced with the hope of assisting with the development of the proposed repository. We look at ontology modularisation techniques and tools, and the possible types of modules
that can be created in order to create functional modules of the foundational ontologies. In order
to achieve foundational ontology interchangeability and integration, we look at foundational ontology mediation: its main processes and outcomes, and possible guidelines and tools that could
facilitate foundational ontology mediation. We look at existing metadata models to select an appropriate one to be used for documenting the foundational ontologies of the repository. Ontology
browsing tools, to facilitate online ontology browsing are then considered. Lastly, we explore
ontology verbalisation tools to provide human-readable formats of the ontologies. These fields
have seen an exponential growth over the years. It should be within reach to realise the goals of
the WFOL.

3.1. Official foundational ontology publications
The WonderWeb deliverable [45] provided much material about widely used foundational ontologies. The envisioned WonderWeb library includes 3 foundational ontologies at present:
DOLCE, OCHRE and BFO. DOLCE is to be a starting point foundational ontology for comparing relationships with other foundational ontologies of the WonderWeb library. It is based on
common-sense principles. DOLCE uses the axioms of General Extensional Mereology (GEM).
The taxonomy of DOLCE is displayed in Fig. 3.1. DOLCE allows properties to be represented
by using quality and qualia. Qualities are basic entities such as colour or width, and qualia are
the corresponding values for these basic entities.
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Figure 3.1.: The DOLCE taxonomy. Source: [45].

The second ontology of the WonderWeb library is OCHRE. It differs from DOLCE in a sense
as it takes on revisionary view of the world whereas DOLCE takes on a descriptive view of the
world. A portion of the taxonomy of OCHRE is displayed in Fig. 3.2.

Figure 3.2.: A portion of the OCHRE taxonomy. Source: [55].

BFO, the third module of the WonderWeb library, is a relatively small taxonomy commonly
used for scientific research and data integration purposes. The taxonomy of BFO is displayed in
Fig. 3.3. The universals in BFO are connected with the is a relation. BFO is a simple taxonomy
and as such has no relational properties.
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Figure 3.3.: The BFO taxonomy.
SUMO is an ontology of universals and particulars. It is descriptive in nature and offers a
distinction between abstract and concrete entities. It may be used in a number of applications
such as the Semantic Web [16] and ontologies for natural language processes [53]. Nevertheless,
it is quite a massive ontology with thousands of terms resulting in it being time consuming to
understand and adapt to applications. A portion of the taxonomy of entities in SUMO is displayed
in Fig. 3.4. A taxonomy of the relations in SUMO can be seen in Fig. 3.5.

Figure 3.4.: A portion of the SUMO taxonomy. Source: [55].
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GFO is an ontology of universals, concepts and symbols. It has a model for space and time, and
is used mainly in the health-care/medical field. A portion of the taxonomy of GFO is displayed
in Fig. 3.6.

Figure 3.5.: The taxonomy of SUMO relations. Source: [14].

Figure 3.6.: A portion of the GFO taxonomy. Source: [26].

One of the most recent foundational ontologies, YAMATO was created to fill in the gaps with
respect to quality and quantity representation, representation (information objects) and views
with respect to processes, objects and events, thereby improving existing foundational ontologies. The world view or standpoint that YAMATO is based on is the Newtonian world view and
3D-like modelling. The top level categories of YAMATO are displayed in Fig. 3.7. Relations are
not included in YAMATO because it is embedded into the Hozo [42] tool. Included in YAMATO,
is a separate ontology for accurately representing quality and quantity.
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Figure 3.7.: The top level categories of YAMATO. Source: [47].

3.2. Comparative studies of popular foundational ontologies
A number of existing works [39, 55, 44, 20, 31] critically analyse and compare existing foundational ontologies. Information such as technical aspects, available languages and the building
blocks of the compared foundational ontologies are discussed. Based on these comparative studies and other documentation [61, 2, 39], the following was concluded:
In terms of the philosophies undertaken by each foundational ontology; DOLCE, GFO and
SUMO are descriptive in nature, meaning ontological categories underlying natural language as
well as common sense are captured. BFO, on the other hand is realist in a sense as it aims to
captures the world exactly as is. YAMATO takes on a Newtonian world view, allowing objects
and processes to exist in mutual dependence.
A number of languages used to represent ontologies exist. Some of them are KIF, CLIF,
OBO, OWL and DOL. Knowledge Interchange Format (KIF) is a language designed for use in
the interchange of knowledge among different computer systems. Common Logic Interchange
Format (CLIF) is a logic-based language which has the purpose of standardizing syntax and
semantics for semantic interoperability. OBO began from the Gene Ontology and is a directed
acyclic graph. The Web Ontology Language (OWL) [3] is a W3C recommendation [27]. The
DL-based OWL species are decidable fragments of first order logic used for publishing and
sharing ontologies on the World Wide Web. The Distributed Ontology Language (DOL) [50] is a
metalanguage which consists of levels that work together to allow ontologies to be formalised in
heterogeneous logics, provide support for modular ontologies and assist in linking and annotating
ontologies.
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There are versions of DOLCE in OWL DL, OWL 2 DL and KIF languages. The OWL version
of DOLCE (DOLCE-Lite) does not contain modality, temporal indexing, relation composition.
DOLCE-Lite is made up of 37 entities and 70 relational properties. The simplicity of BFO
allows it to be represented in all OWL species and in OBO. BFO in OWL is made up of 39
entities. BFO in OBO is made up of 39 entities. BFO together with RO in OWL is made up of
42 entities and 25 relational properties. The core of BFO is represented in Isabelle (First- Order
based) is made up of 18 theories. This version consists of a non-extensional temporal mereology
with collections, sums, and universals. There are versions of GFO in OWL DL, OWL 2 DL and
KIF. The full version of GFO is made up of 78 entities and 67 relational properties. The basic
version of GFO has 45 entities and 41 relational properties. There are versions of SUMO in
OWL DL and SUO-KIF. SUMO is a large ontology, made up of 1000 terms, 4000 axioms and
750 rules. There are versions of YAMATO in OWL DL and Hozo. YAMATO is made up of 540
entities and 48 relational properties.
Modularity is said to be required in an ontology when one needs to hide knowledge which
is unnecessary to the task at hand [56]. DOLCE, BFO, GFO, SUMO, and YAMATO are all
modular ontologies. By modular, we mean any of the following: lighter/detailed versions of
the ontology exists, the ontologies offer built-in domain ontologies or that the ontologies has
separate branches of 3D and 4D entities. Section 3.4 provides further details about ontology
modularisation. DOLCE, GFO and SUMO offer lighter and more-detailed versions of the ontologies. A tactic used in ontology development [35] is to separate 3D and 4D entities in an
ontology. DOLCE, BFO and YAMATO have separate branches of 3D and 4D entities. This
allows one to easily modularise them by creating separate modules for 3D and 4D entities. In
BFO, Continuant and Occurrent are found in separate sub-ontologies, and as such do not co-exist
in the same ontology, making it simple to create separate modules. In DOLCE, endurant and
perdurant are linked by a participation relation. This must be dealt with, when modularising.
In YAMATO, continuant and occurrent are found in separate hierarchies but co-exist. DOLCE,
BFO, GFO, SUMO, and YAMATO are all actively used and maintained.
There has not been much work done in comparing content of the foundational ontologies. By
this, we mean comparing their classes, properties and relations. Work has been performed where
primitive relations of BFO (formalised with Relation Ontology (RO)) and DOLCE are compared
[62]. To a certain extent, the philosophies behind the foundational ontologies affect the way the
relations are modelled.
Work has been done [39] on performing foundational ontology comparisons for the following
categories: ontological commitments, representation language, software engineering properties,
subject domain, and applications. Output from this work includes comparative tables and lists.
Refer to Table 3.1 to view a comparison for the category of ontological commitments. These
comparisons will aid in selecting foundational ontologies to be implemented in the proposed
repository.
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(Multiplicative: different ob-

comprehended as a whole and satisfies certain conditions of unity; Situoid: is a
part of the world that is a comprehensible whole and can exist independently)

Situations and situoids (Situation: an aggregate of facts that can be

only; an abstract top level, abstract core level and basic level)

One-layered vs. Three-layered architecture (a basic level

boundaries)

Not included

One-layered

Included
Not included

Properties and values (‘attribute’; e.g., the colour of an apple)
Model for space and time (Consists of time and space regions and

Mereology (theory of parts)
Temporal aspects (e.g., time-indexed axioms)
Granularity (different levels of detail contained in an ontology)

space and time; Abstract: entities that exist neither in space nor time)

Eternalist stance
Concrete,
abstract
GEM
Provided
High level

Endurantism
and perdurantism
Possibilism

Multiplicative

Eternalist stance (the past, present and future all exist)
Concrete & Abstract entities (Concrete: entities that exist in

is real vs. objects are allowed independent of their actual existence)

Actualism vs. Possibilism (everything that exists in the ontology

(Endurantism: an object is
wholly present at all times; Perdurantism: an object has temporal parts)

Endurantism vs. Perdurantism

located at the same region at one time)

jects can be co-located at the same time; Reductionist: only one object may be

Multiplicative vs. Reductionist

Not included

One-layered

Own mereology
Not provided
Sensitive
to
granularity
Not included
Not included

Eternalist stance
Concrete

Endurantism
and perdurantism
Actualism

Reductionist

Three-layered
architecture
Included

Included
Included

Eternalist stance
Concrete,
abstract
Own mereology
Provided
Unclear

Endurantism
and perdurantism
Unclear

Unclear

Not included

One-layered

Included
Not included

Eternalist stance
Concrete,
abstract
Own mereology
Provided
Unclear

Endurantism
and perdurantism
Unclear

Multiplicative

Table 3.1.: Comparison of ontological commitments for each foundational ontology. Source: [39].
Term (and very brief descriptions of its meaning)
DOLCE
BFO
GFO
SUMO
Universals vs. Particulars (Universals can have instances, particu- Particulars
Universals
Universals, con- Universals and
lars do not)
cepts, and sym- particulars
bols
Descriptive vs. Realist (Descriptive: represent the entities under- Descriptive
Realist
Descriptive and Descriptive
lying natural language and human common-sense; Realist: represent the world
Realist
exactly as is)
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3.3. Existing ontology repositories
Ontology repositories are systems in which ontologies are publicly hosted, along with some other
functionality. Ontology usage and sharing is promoted with repositories. There are many types
of ontology repositories, of which a few are discussed below.
The TONES ontology repository [73] aims to be a central location for various ontologies. It
simply allows one to browse and download each ontology. Additionally, the repository allows
one to select metrics to be displayed for each ontology. TONES has 35 different types of ontology metrics, which include: DL Expressivity, LogicalAxioms, Classes, Object properties, Data
properties, Individuals, SubClassOf, EquivalentClasses, and others.
The Open Ontology Repository (OOR) Initiative [4] is an effort to create support for storing,
managing and integration of ontologies. Some use cases of the OOR are to find relationships
between entities in different ontologies and to find mappings. With this in mind, OOR compliant
repositories may be used to meet a number of research objectives of the project, discussed in
Section 1.4.
The OOR instance allows a user to add a project to it. Thereafter, a user is able to perform
a number of tasks: finding and creating relations between entities in different ontologies, creating annotations, submitting ontologies, and adding ontology mappings to the repository. One
is able to browse existing projects and ontologies of the repository for mappings and relations.
Presently, five ontologies are implemented in the repository. Mappings do not exist, and the ontologies of the repository are not relevant to the project at hand. This is because no foundational
ontologies exist in this OOR instance and consequently no foundational ontology mappings are
found. Metadata of the submitted ontologies consisting of details, metrics, reviews, versions,
views, and project involved are displayed, when available. A user is also able to contribute to
this. OOR offers many features, useful in the creation of an ontology repository. However, at
present we are not possible to make use of it because there are only a few submitted ontologies
and mappings, which is insufficient to contribute to foundational ontology interchangeability.
SOCoP OOR instance offers the same functionality and has the same interface as the OOR
instance. However, it seems to be more populated than the OOR instance. Presently, there are
27 submitted ontologies and some mappings between the ontologies. Foundational ontologies
including BFO, DOLCE+DnS Ultralite and SUMO are found in the repository. Some useful
metadata for each of these ontologies are found. Fig. 3.8 shows a screenshot of the summary of
BFO metadata found in the repository. The proposed foundational ontology repository, ROMULUS, will have metadata for all modules, in a similar format to this. A few mappings between
DOLCE+DnS Ultralite and the Semantic Sensor Net ontology are available. However, these
are irrelevant to the project at hand because we require mappings between foundational ontologies, and not those between domain and foundational ontologies. While SOCoP does include a
number of ontologies and a few mappings that contribute to ontology interchangeability, this is
insufficient to contribute to foundational ontology interchangeability at present.
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Figure 3.8.: A summary of BFO metadata from SOCoP. Source: SOCoP repository1 .
The next OOR compliant repository is Ontohub [72]. It is an ontology repository engine which
specialises in managing distributed ontologies. It consists of 115 ontologies at present. Each
ontology has some metadata displayed as an overview. Furthermore, one can search through
the entire repository for entities. Users are able to add an ontology to the repository, and if
successful, information about the logic, entities and axioms of the ontology are displayed.
Common Logic Ontology Repository (COLORE) was created to support the integration of
ontologies and reuse of ontologies for standards. The ontologies in COLORE are divided into
three levels: foundational ontologies, generic ontologies and ontologies for standards. Fig. 3.9
shows the layered architecture of COLORE. COLORE ontologies, are, however, represented
in Common Logic only, and not OWL. Therefore they are not easily usable in the Semantic
Web. When the COLORE ontologies are incorporated into the OOR architecture, they will serve
as a testbed for ontology integration and evaluation techniques. This is useful as it can aid in
the development of the envisioned foundational ontology repository by performing foundational
ontology integration.
The existing OOR instances implement a small subset of the requirements of the OOR ini1 http://socop.oor.net/ontologies/1012/?p=summary
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Figure 3.9.: The layered architecture of COLORE. Source: [22].
tiative. Some of the OOR instance functions such as browsing, mappings, metadata functions
meet the functional requirements of ROMULUS but there is no infrastructure to provide a multidimensional in-depth comparison between foundational ontologies, and verbalisation of ontologies. In ROMULUS, we plan to conceptualise outputs from ontology mediation separately rather
than having them in the general browse window. We also plan to offer support for ontology selection by making a foundational ontology selection tool, ONSET, present to users. We initially
considered using Ontohub’s open source code to provide some of the features of ROMULUS.
However, Ontohub is a relatively new repository and since its initial development stage, it has
drastically changed, making it a rather unstable choice at present. Therefore it is required to
build a new repository.

3.4. Ontology modularisation
Ontology modularisation deals with creating or altering an ontology to be broken down into modules for specific functions. The idea behind it is to hide unnecessary detail when not required.
Modularity is important in that it aids in ontology maintenance, publication, validation, and processing. Elsewhere [11], these factors are discussed and modularity is evaluated by introducing
modularisation evaluation techniques.
The purpose of modularity is analysed and discussed [6] by classifying modules into broad
types, where it is found that there are different module types: ‘modules for a single ontology’,
‘modules for several ontologies’ and ‘modules for everything’. In ‘modules for single ontologies’, a monolithic approach is taken whereby modularity is used solely to manage domain coverage in ontologies. In this sense, ontologies are divided according to structure rather than function.
A module may be added or removed, as required, without altering the overall system itself. In
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‘modules for several ontologies’, a functional approach is taken. Here, emphasis is placed on
techniques and relations used to properly build foundational ontologies with higher expressivity. One such way to achieve this is for the ontology to include a mereology theory. Lastly, in
‘modules for everything’, a module might be the result of many things such as isolating branches
of a taxonomy, collecting categories according to a domain, separating (sub)systems to improve
ontology matching, and more. By summarising the types of modules introduced in this work [6],
we find that a module may be any of the following types:
• Modules to organise and manage domain coverage.
• Modules to add functionality.
• Modules by isolating/developing branches of a taxonomy.
• Modules for a particular subject domain (biomedical, engineering, military etc.)
• Modules by isolating (sub)theories to identify a context.
• Modules by isolating primitives and their axiomatisations.
• Modules by isolating patterns.
• Modules as a result of isolating (sub)systems by minimizing the number of cross-relationship.
• Modules by dividing/developing a large system to assist with overall reasoning.
• Modules by separating (sub)systems suitable for compatible reasoning engines.
• Modules by separating (sub)systems to aid with ontology matching.
• Modules as a result of simplifying the ontology by removing all relational properties.
The concept of modularity in terms of ‘modules for everything’ will be further investigated
and applied to the project at hand. This is because, for the proposed repository, branches of
the foundational ontologies may be isolated, sub systems may be separated to improve ontology
matching and modules may be identified for some purpose.
Important principles such as inconsistency and subsumption, and formal properties such as
robustness that are encountered when modularising ontologies are identified and discussed [41].
These are explored from a logical point of view using description logic (DL) and classical predicate logic. While, at present, we will focus only on equivalence relations between entities, at a
later stage we will include subsumption and other relations whereby such published works will
be referred to.
Automated tools for ontology modularisation are available. OWL Module extractor which
implements logic-based module extraction described in existing work [19] is one such tool. It
allows one to paste in an ontology and a set of entities to be extracted. Based on these inputs, it
extracts a module. By pasting DOLCE-Lite ontology, and selecting ‘perdurant’ as the entity to
be extracted, the tool may be used to create a module of perdurants of the DOLCE-Lite ontology.
Swoop [33] is an OWL ontology browser and editor tool. It has a modularisation plugin which
offers support for extracting modules from ontologies. Swoop allows for two kinds of module
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extraction: locality and dual locality modules. Locality modules preserve the meaning of the
selected entity in terms of its super-entities while dual locality modules preserve the meaning of
the selected entities in terms of its sub-entities. Therefore locality modules can be used to create
less-detailed modules, and dual locality modules can be used to create more-detailed modules.
One can also manually add new entities to modules if required.
Protégé v4.2 [1] has built-in functionality for modularity. It allows one to select axioms of an
ontology by choosing one of three methods: axioms by profile, axioms by reference or axioms
by type. Axioms by profile allows one to select axioms in a sublanguage of OWL, axioms by
reference allows one to select specific entities from an ontology and axioms by type allows one to
select subclass axioms and annotation axioms. Thereafter, the user chooses the specific entities,
axioms or subclass and annotation axioms, resulting in a new module being created. A screenshot
of the axioms by reference method for modularisation is displayed in Fig. 3.10

Figure 3.10.: Modularisation by axioms in Protégé.

3.5. Ontology mediation
Ontology mediation is a term used to describe determining and overcoming differences between
ontologies in order to allow for ontology reuse. Ontology mediation [12] is divided into three
operations: ontology mapping, alignment and merging. Ontology alignment is the process of
specifying correspondences between entities, by using a relation. To perform this, similarities
and differences between ontological entities must be identified. Ontology mapping deals with
creating correspondences between ontologies based on the alignments. In ontology merging,
a new merged ontology is created from the original ontologies. Elsewhere [12], an overview
of approaches, frameworks, and technology used to perform ontology mapping, alignment and
merging is discussed. A number of tasks for the problem at hand are based on ontology mediation.
Existing work on meditation [51] includes a hybrid approach, based on both syntactic and
semantic matching measures. Syntactic similarity is calculated by comparing substring matches
of classes and terms found in the ontologies. Semantic similarity is calculated by comparing the
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meanings of classes and terms by using reliable algorithms. The results show that by including
semantic measures, erroneous data is filtered and the ontology becomes considerably smaller in
size. In [63] the challenges faced in ontology matching as well as recent advances in the fields
are discussed with the hope of accelerating the progress of ontology matching. Various ontology
matching applications are also compared here.
In order to perform ontology mediation, a number of tools and methods were considered.
Among others, we have considered Ontobuilder [57] and S-Match [18] which no longer worked.
The working tools are explored below.
LogMap [30] automatically generates mappings between ontologies using logic-based semantics of the input ontologies. It offers an improvement to other mapping tools in that it addresses
scalability and logical inconsistencies. There is both a stand-alone and web-based application
for this. The web-based application simply asks the user for some details (name, email address)
and to upload each ontology. Thereafter, within minutes a link is emailed to the user containing
a mapping ontology and a merged ontology based on the input files. LogMap allows a user to
upload ontologies in a number of formats e.g., OWL, OBO and Turtle, and implements existing
reasoners to check the satisfiability of the ontologies.
H-Match [8] is an algorithm for matching ontologies at different levels of depth, with different
accuracies, based on user preferences. The H-Match algorithm takes into account both linguistic
and semantic features of ontologies to perform matching based on user preferences. H-Match
uses one of four matching models: surface, shallow, deep or intensive. Once the user selects one
of these, H-Match computes comparisons between entities of two ontologies, with a corresponding matching value for each pair of entities. When the surface model is used, only linguistic
affinity between entity names is used to measure similarity. In shallow, deep and intensive models, context is also considered to determine entity similarity. We will use H-Match’s intensive
model to perform foundational ontology alignment.
PROMPT [54] is a plug-in for Protégé that allows for comparison, mappings, and merging
between ontologies. It is a semi-automatic method that invokes algorithms based on a combination of concept-representation structure, the relations between entities and user’s actions.
PROMPT offers the user four different algorithms to use for initial comparison: lexical matching, FOAM plugin, lexical matching with synonyms and using UMLS concept identifiers for
matching. The flow of PROMPT is illustrated in Fig. 3.11. PROMPT is only supported in older
version of Protégé, which makes it quite unstable. It will, however, be used to assist in mapping
and merging the foundational ontologies. When PROMPT’s algorithm is executed, it generates
a list of suggestions which the user must accept or ignore. As the user accepts suggestions, more
suggestions are generated. Thereafter, it performs final mapping and merging.

3.6. Ontology metadata
Ontology metadata is additional data used to annotate an ontology in order to enable ontology
reuse. It is used to help ontology developers and artefacts to detect change in an ontology,
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Figure 3.11.: The flow of the PROMPT algorithm. Source: [54].

because the change might affect its systems and applications. For ROMULUS, changes in an
ontology might affects its modules, ontological alignments, mapping, and merged ontologies.
There are a number of existing ontology metadata models used in existing repositories and applications. In this section, we explore a number of models in order to select an appropriate one
to be applied to ROMULUS’s foundational ontologies.
The Dublin Core Metadata [74] contains a general vocabulary list of properties for use in
resource description. The terms are not limited for usage in ontologies but also used in a variety
of resources such as music and videos. Dublin Core Metadata Initiative consists of fifteen terms
of the Dublin Core Metadata Element Set as well as additional elements that can be used for
a number of applications. The Dublin Core Metadata Initiative is multidimensional in that it
provides terms, elements, vocabulary encoding schemes, syntax encoding schemes, classes, and
types, each with a number of criteria. While the Dublin Core does provide a variety, there is not
sufficient support for describing an ontology in detail, particularly its metrics.
The OMV [24] provides a vocabulary for ontology metadata with the aim to provide ontology
reuse. The OMV is formalised in OWL, which facilitates interoperability among machines. It
consists of a number of classes, properties and relationships. By including the OMV in our
repository, it may assist in ontology module management and reuse. An overview of the OMV
model is displayed in Fig. 3.12.
The OM2 R metadata model [70] is one aimed at promoting ontology mapping reuse. OM2 R
is formalised as an OWL ontology. It provides common criteria to document mappings, but is
separate from the mappings themselves. Using such a metadata model in ROMULUS is useful
for managing the mappings between foundational ontologies. Table 3.13 displays the metadata
fields from the OM2 R model compared to those of the Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative
(OAEI). The OM2 R metadata model has many metadata fields which are important in general
alignment ontologies but do not exist in the OAEI.
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3.7. Ontology browsing tools
It is useful to have a feature to allow online ontology browsing in ROMULUS. By having this
feature, users can simply browse through ontologies of interest without having to download or
install additional software. In particular we require the browsing of OWL ontologies with respect
to navigating through its class and object property hierarchies. There isn’t a wide variety of existing online ontology browsing tools. To the best of our knowledge, jOWL [13] and WebProtégé
are the only working tools.

Figure 3.12.: An overview of the OMV model. Source :[24].
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jOWL is a tool aimed at navigating and visualising OWL-RDFS documents. Usage is simple,
one has to simply edit the well-documented HTML file to load an OWL file using a command
and choose which content (classes, properties, individuals, and SPARLQ queries) to include in
the output. Thereafter, when the file is run in a browser, one may view and navigate through the
ontology. jOWL provides two views for browsing, tree view and navigation bar. BFO uses jOWL
for online browsing. Fig. 3.14 displays this. We have considered using jOWL for browsing in
ROMULUS but we are unable to because it does not process import statements within an OWL
file and many of our modules have import statements in them.

Figure 3.13.: The OM2 R metadata model fields compared to the OAEI fields. Source: [70].
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Figure 3.14.: BFO in jOWL. Source: The jOWL website2 .
WebProtégé is a lightweight ontology editor, aimed at providing assistance in distributed ontology development. Users are able to read and write to an ontology online, without having to
install additional software. The interface of WebProtégé is easy to use and understand, and users
are able to configure it to their liking. WebProtégé will be used for browsing in ROMULUS.

3.8. Ontology verbalisation tools
To assist the user with understanding foundational ontologies, it is useful to provide the axioms
of each ontology in a human-readable format. We require some infrastructure to generate the
verbalisation for each ontology. We explore existing tools that provide this.
OWL verbalizer, based on existing work on Attempto Controlled English (ACE) [32], accepts
input as OWL/XML and converts it into Attempto Controlled English (ACE). ACE is a subset
of English that follows some rules and has a limited syntax. Verbalisation is performed by
simplifying ontology axioms to basic expressions and thereafter mapping them to defined ACE
constructs. Fig. 3.15 displays some of the mappings between OWL and ACE that are used to
convert between the two. A user has the choice of ACE output in text, in a HTML table aligning
original axioms to ACE concepts or in a CSV file tokenized and without lexicon lookup.
SWAT natural language tools [69] accepts input in the form OWL/RDF or OWL/XML and is
able to convert it to a number of formats. The output formats are: Alphabetical English Glossary,
2 http://jowl.ontologyonline.org/bfo.html
3 http://attempto.ifi.uzh.ch/site/docs/owl_to_ace.html
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Figure 3.15.: Mappings between OWL and ACE constructs from OWL verbalizer. Source: The
OWL verbalizer website3 .
English Sentences, Prolog Terms, Lexicon, Axiom Patterns, and OWL/XML, with verbalisations
as SWATDescription annotations.
SWAT natural language tools provided many views for the ontology axioms. For ROMULUS, the Alphabetical English Glossary will be used. The Alphabetical English Glossary view
contains the classes, individuals and object properties of the OWL ontology, provided in alphabetical order; each coupled with its typology, description and distinctions. This view is neat and
human-readable as it allows for easy ontology understanding.
Protégé v4.1 has a feature to convert ontologies from its ontology language format to that of
description logic. This is performed by saving the owl file as a latex file, and thereafter generating
a file of the description logic axioms in PDF format. In this way, we are able to add the PDF
file of description logic axioms to ROMULUS. This may be useful in cases where users wish to
view ontology axioms in description logic format.
The theoretical and practical aspects explored in this Chapter addresses the research objectives
introduced in Section 1.4 which will enable us to investigate and overcome the issues posed in
foundation ontology interchangeability.
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Ontology Mediation
Ontology mediation, in general, is made up of three processes: alignment, mapping and merging.
While alignment and mapping are similar processes, it was important to perform both of them.
Alignment deals with identifying correspondences between entities, independent of the ontology.
To assist with alignment, we perform a content comparison of the foundational ontologies. Mapping uses the alignments from the alignment process, to create correspondences between entities
in the ontologies. The output from the alignment process is broader, while the output from the
mapping process is narrower as inconsistencies affect the mapping process. We discuss each of
these operations with respect to foundational ontologies and provide the output of them.

4.1. Foundational ontology content comparison
In order to proceed forward with alignment, it is necessary to compare the content of each foundational ontology. Here we perform an informal content comparison of the foundational ontologies
by identifying differences and similarities between the ontologies. The ontologies’ philosophies
and ontological commitments have been discussed and compared previously in Section 3.2

4.1.1. Similarities and differences between DOLCE and BFO
DOLCE and BFO use different entity names for describing 3D and 4D entities. DOLCE names
these entities endurant and perdurant while BFO names them Continuant and Occurrent. Some
synonyms exist between DOLCE and BFO e.g., DOLCE’s space-region vs. BFO’s SpatialRegion, DOLCE’s physical-endurant vs. BFO’s MaterialEntity. Entities that share the same meaning
and name in both ontologies are quality and process. While DOLCE and BFO do have similar
structure at a high-level in that both have separating branches of 3D and 4D entities, a number of
other aspects of structure are different. DOLCE’s separate endurant and perdurant branches are
linked by participation relations while BFO’s branches are completely independent to each other.
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DOLCE’s quality branch is disjoint to its endurant and perdurant branches. BFO, on the other
hand, subsumes Quality entities under its Continuant branch. BFO’s temporal entities, including
temporal regions and are subsumed by Occurrent, while DOLCE’s temporal entities are split up
into three parts, temporal regions which are subsumed by abstract entities, temporal qualities
which are subsumed by quality entities and subclasses of perdurants. DOLCE has abstract objects while BFO does not. Entities in DOLCE are of type particular while entities in BFO are
of type Universal. Included in DOLCE, are relational properties. BFO does not have relational
properties included in the ontology, but rather as a separate ontology, the Relational Ontology
(RO) [68]. BFO 2.0 is currently being developed, whereby BFO is integrated with RO. For mereology, DOLCE adopts the axioms of GEM. This includes parthood, proper part, overlap, strong
supplementation, and unrestricted fusion. BFO core is a first-order logic based representation of
its mereology. It contains collections, sums and universal axioms.

4.1.2. Similarities and differences between BFO and GFO
BFO and GFO use the same entity names for describing 3D and 4D entities. Both BFO and
GFO use the terms Continuant and Occurrent. GFO additionally uses the terms Presential and
Persistant for describing such entities. Other entities that share the same name and meaning
include: Entity, Role, Function, and Process. To describe entity properties, BFO uses the term
Quality while GFO uses the term Property. Some synonyms exist between the two ontologies
e.g., BFO’s SpatialRegion vs. GFO’s Spatial region, BFO’s MaterialEntity vs. GFO’s Material Persistant. GFO contains both entities of type Individuals and Universal while BFO contains
only those of type Universal. The organisation of entities within BFO and GFO differ greatly.
GFO’s spatial and temporal entities are subsumed by its Space-time entity. BFO’s spatial entities are subsumed by its Continuant while its temporal entities are subsumed by its Occurrent.
GFO has abstract entities while BFO does not. Included in GFO, are relational properties. As
mentioned above, BFO, on the other hand, does not have relational properties included in the
ontology, but rather as a separate ontology of relations. Both BFO and GFO use their own mereology. BFO’s mereology is discussed in Section 4.1.2. GFO’s mereology contains the following
axioms: antisymmetry, transitivity, set inclusion, proper parthood, and other GFO-specific axioms based on these.

4.1.3. Similarities and differences between GFO and DOLCE
GFO and DOLCE use different entity names for describing 3D and 4D entities. GFO names these
entities Continuant, Occurrent, Presential, and Persistant while DOLCE names them endurant
and perdurant. To describe entity properties and their values, DOLCE uses the terms quality,
quale and quality-space while GFO uses Property, Property value and Value space. DOLCE’s
amount-of-matter and GFO’s Amount of substrate refer to the same type of entity. Some synonyms exist between the two ontologies e.g., GFO’s Temporal region vs. DOLCE’s temporalregion, GFO’s Spatial region vs. DOLCE’s space-region. Entities that share the same name and
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meaning in both ontologies are process, state, abstract, and set. GFO contains entities of both
type Individual and of type Universal while DOLCE contains only entities of type particular. The
organisation of entities within GFO and DOLCE differ greatly. DOLCE’s spatial and temporal
entities are subsumed by its abstract entity while GFO’s spatial and temporal entities are subsumed by its space-time entity which is completely disjoint to its abstract entity. Both DOLCE
and GFO have relational properties. DOLCE’s relational properties are all based on either of
its six primitive relations: parthood, temporary parthood, constitution, participation, quality, and
quale. For mereology, DOLCE uses GEM while GFO uses its own mereology. DOLCE’s mereology is discussed in Section 4.1.1 while GFO’s mereology is discussed in Section 4.1.2.
The content comparison between each pair performed here will aid in creating ontological
alignments. DOLCE, BFO and GFO have different taxonomic structures. In some cases, entities
that seem similar fall in contradicting or disjoint classes. These differences in structure and
organisation may cause inconsistencies when performing mapping.

4.2. Alignment
Ontology alignment is the process of identifying similarities between ontologies. We have decided to ignore the underlying philosophies of each foundational ontology or it would result in
few or no alignments; e.g., DOLCE is descriptive and an ontology of particulars, while BFO
is realist and an ontology of universals. If we had taken this into consideration for alignment,
there would be no alignments between the two ontologies. At present, we focus only on aligning
classes and relational properties with equivalence relations. Subsumption relations will be used
at a later stage to resolve mapping inconsistencies. A list of ontology pairs for which we identify
alignments follows. In total 20 pairs of alignments were created, each consisting of DOLCELite, BFO, GFO, or related ontology modules. By BFORO, we mean the merged ontology of
BFO with the RO mentioned in Section 4.1.1. It must be noted that GFO-Basic has some entities
that do not exist in GFO and therefore is not a subset of GFO. BFO, however, is a subset of
BFORO.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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BFO ↔ GFO-Basic
BFO ↔ GFO
BFORO ↔ DOLCE-Lite
BFORO ↔ FunctionalParticipation
BFORO ↔ GFO-Basic
BFORO ↔ GFO
BFORO ↔ SpatialRelations
BFORO ↔ TemporalRelations
DOLCE-Lite ↔ BFO
DOLCE-Lite ↔ GFO-Basic
DOLCE-Lite ↔ GFO
FunctionalParticipation ↔ BFO
FunctionalParticipation ↔ GFO-Basic

4.2. Alignment
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

FunctionalParticipation ↔ GFO
SpatialRelations ↔ BFO
SpatialRelations ↔ GFO-Basic
SpatialRelations ↔ GFO
TemporalRelations ↔ BFO
TemporalRelations ↔ GFO
TemporalRelations ↔ GFO-Basic

4.2.1. Accurate alignments
In order to identify accurate alignments, we use the method from Section 2.1. This involves:
• Using existing tools to identify accurate alignments. H-Match, PROMPT and LogMap
are the tools that will be used to perform foundational ontology mediation. At present,
most tools for ontology mediation in this context are not completely automated. LogMap
is fully automated and stable. It seems to be, by far, the most advanced mediation tool
at present. While these tools do offer a foundation for performing ontology mediation,
human intervention is necessary. Furthermore these mediation tools are commonly used to
align domain ontologies, rather than foundational ontologies.
• Use documentation to find existing ontological alignments between foundational ontologies. The only documentation that was found to contain some alignments between foundational ontologies was the official GFO publication [25].
• Perform alignment manually. Use content comparison performed earlier to identify ontological alignments.
H-Match generated many alignments. However, most of the output was not accurate. Many
entity pairs that were matched using H-Match were found to be incorrectly aligned e.g., DOLCELite:quale to BFO:Role. This resulted in us being able to use only 16%-25% of these alignments,
with the rest being false positives. While LogMap provided few alignments (less than ten in all
cases) between the foundational ontologies, the alignments were accurate and thus we were able
to use almost 100% of the alignments generated by it. We were able to use PROMPT to some
extent. While it generated an initial list of suggestions, some of which could be used, generally
PROMPT was unstable resulting in force closure of the application and a null pointer exception.
We were able to use 50%-60% of PROMPT’s suggestions, with the rest being false positives, e.g.,
BFO:Site to GFO:Situoid. LogMap performed better than the other tools because it considers
the logic-based semantics of the ontologies and uses reasoning-based techniques throughout the
process. The official GFO documentation [25] contains a list of similarities between GFO and
DOLCE which helped with the alignment process. Some of the alignments could not be used due
to changes in the two foundational ontologies. We were able to use 41% of the alignments from
the documentation. Refer to Table 4.1 to view the number of accurate class alignments, over the
total alignments provided by each tool. Refer to Appendix B to view the complete alignment
output of the tools and documentation.
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Table 4.1.: Number of accurate class alignments over total alignments provided by each tool.
DOLCE-Lite and BFO DOLCE-Lite and GFO BFO and GFO
H-Match
4/16
4/25
5/31
PROMPT
3/8
4/7
7/12
LogMap
2/2
2/2
8/9
GFO Documentation N/A
13/31
N/A
Manual alignment
9/9
16/16
13/13
Since the tools and documentation did not assist completely with a full set of alignments for
any given pair, it was necessary to manually match similar entities from ontologies by looking
at the annotations, axioms and names of entities. The alignments between the main ontologies:
DOLCE-Lite, BFORO and GFO are displayed in Tables 4.2, 4.3, 4.4 below. The alignments that
are shaded in blue are those that result in successful mappings. Those that cannot be mapped are
discussed in Section 4.3.1. Alignments between other pairs are available in Appendix A.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
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Table 4.2.: Equivalence alignments between DOLCE-Lite and BFORO ontologies.
DOLCE-Lite
BFORO
Class
endurant
IndependentContinuant
physical-endurant
MaterialEntity
physical-object
Object
perdurant
Occurrent
process
Process
quality
Quality
spatio-temporal-region
SpatioTemporalRegion
temporal-region
TemporalRegion
space-region
SpatialRegion
Relational property
generic-location
located in
generic-location-of
location of
part
has part
part-of
part of
proper-part
has proper part
proper-part-of
proper part of
participant
has participant
participant-in
participates in

4.2. Alignment

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Table 4.3.: Equivalence alignments between DOLCE-Lite and GFO ontologies.
DOLCE-Lite
GFO
Class
particular
Individual
endurant
Presential
physical-endurant
Material persistant
physical-object
Material object
amount-of-matter
Amount of substrate
perdurant
Occurrent
process
Process
state
State
abstract
Abstract
set
Set
quality
Property
quale
Property value
quality-space
Value space
time-interval
Chronoid
space-region
Spatial Region
temporal-region
Temporal Region
Relational property
generic-constituent
has constituent part
generic-constituent-of
constituent part of
generically-dependant-on
depends on
generic-dependant
necessary for
has-quale
has value
quale-of
value of
boundary
has boundary
boundary-of
boundary of
q-present-at
exists at
temporary-participant-in
agent in
temporary-participant
has agent
generic-location
occupies
generic-location-of
occupied by
part
abstract has part
part-of
abstract part of
proper-part
has proper part
proper-part-of
proper part of
participant
has participant
participant-in
participates in
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Table 4.4.: Equivalence alignments between BFORO and GFO ontologies.
BFORO
GFO
Class
Entity
Entity
IndependentContinuant
Presential
DependentContinuant
Dependent
MaterialEntity
Material persistant
Object
Material object
ObjectBoundary
Material boundary
Function
Function
Role
Role
Occurrent
Occurrent
Process
Process
Quality
Property
SpatialRegion
Spatial region
TemporalRegion
Temporal region
Relational property
has part
has part
part of
part of
has proper-part
has proper part
proper part of
proper part of
has participant
has participant
participant in
participates
located in
occupies
location of
occupied by
has agent
has agent
agent in
agent in

4.2.1.1. Transitivity in alignments

In most cases, the alignments are transitive. By this we mean, if the equivalence relation holds
between concepts from the first and second ontologies and it holds between concepts from the
second and third ontologies; it necessarily holds between concepts from the first and third ontologies. Table 4.5 displays the transitivity of the alignments. In the table, dash (-) values in rows
are alignments that are not candidates for transitivity simply because of an absence of an entity
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in one of the ontologies. Rows that are shaded in grey are alignments that are not transitive due
to ontological issues, explained further below.
• DOLCE:part , BFORO:has part, GFO:has part and GFO:has abstract part :In DOLCE,
both the domain and range of part is particular. In BFORO, there is no domain and range
for has part. In GFO, both the domain and range of abstract has part is Item, while both
the domain and range for has part is Concrete. The former relational property is better
suited for DOLCE as it includes abstract entities. The latter is better suited for BFORO as
it is restricted to concrete entities, and BFORO only includes concrete entities.
• DOLCE:part-of , BFORO:part of, GFO:part of and GFO:abstract part of :In DOLCE,
both the domain and range of part-of is particular. In BFORO, there is no domain and range
for part of. In GFO, both the domain and range of abstract part of is Item, while both the
domain and range for part of is Concrete. The former relational property is better suited
for DOLCE as it includes abstract entities. The latter is better suited for BFORO as it is
restricted to concrete entities, and BFORO only includes concrete entities.

4.2.2. Approximate alignments
We have identified a number of pairs between foundational ontologies that are approximate.
By this we mean that they are not equivalent to each other or subsumed by one another, but
share some common characteristics. By identifying and providing these approximate relations
between these entities, foundational ontology developers could possibly, in the future, include
them as sibling classes by grouping them both under a common superclass.
4.2.2.1. Approximate alignments between DOLCE-Lite and BFO

• DOLCE-Lite:arbitrary-sum and BFO:ObjectAggregate: Both these entities are a collection of something. DOLCE’s arbitrary-sum, however, has no unity criterion e.g., A pencil and laundry basket are together an arbitrary sum. It can contain both physical-endurant
and non-physical-endurant entities. DOLCE’s physical-endurant is not restricted just to
instances of physical-object but can possibly include feature and amount-of-matter. BFO’s
ObjectAggregate, on the other hand, has overall unity and can be considered as a whole. It
is restricted to BFO’s Object only and in the case of BFO all objects are physical.
• DOLCE-Lite:state and BFO:SpatioTemporalInstant: DOLCE provides an example of
its state by using an example of a rock erosion describing state as a time interval of the
erosion is collapsed into a time point. Similarly BFO defines SpatioTemporalInstant as a
“connected spatiotemporal region at a specific moment”. The difference between the two
lies in the fact that DOLCE’s state is homeomeric while BFO’s SpatioTemporalInstant is
not.
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Table 4.5.: Transitivity in the alignments between the three foundational ontologies.
DOLCE-Lite

BFORO

GFO

DOLCE-Lite

Class
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

–
endurant
–
physical-endurant
physical-object
–
–
–
perdurant
process
quality
space-region
temporal-region

part
part-of
proper-part
proper-part-of
has-participant
participant-in
generic-location
generic-locationof
9. –
10. –
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Entity
Entity
IndependentContinuant Presential
DependentContinuant
Dependent
MaterialEntity
Material persistant
Object
Material object
ObjectBoundary
Material boundary
Function
Function
Role
Role
Occurrent
Occurrent
Process
Process
Quality
Property
SpatialRegion
Spatial region
TemporalRegion
Temporal region
Relational property
has part
has part
part of
part of
has proper-part
has proper part
proper part of
proper part of
has participant
has participant
participates in
participates in
located in
occupies
location of
occupied by
has agent
agent in

has agent
agent in

–
endurant
–
physical-endurant
physical-object
–
–
–
perdurant
process
quality
space-region
temporal-region

proper-part
proper-part-of
has-participant
participant-in
generic-location
generic-locationof
–
–
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4.2.2.2. Approximate alignments between BFO and GFO

• BFO:ObjectAggregate and GFO:Configuration:Both these entities are a collection of
something. BFO’s ObjectAggregate has overall unity and is restricted to Object only. In
the case of BFO all objects are physical. GFO’s Configuration is simply a collection of
GFO’s Presential facts. GFO’s Presentials are not restricted to whole physical objects and
can include other Presential entities.
4.2.2.3. Approximate alignments between GFO and DOLCE-Lite

• GFO:Configuration and DOLCE-Lite:arbitrary-sum:Both these entities are a collection
of something. GFO’s Configuration is a collection of presential facts but holds a condition
that states that it must contain at least one material entity. DOLCE’s arbitrary-sum is simply
a sum of endurants. The endurants could be physical, non-physical or both.

4.3. Mapping and Merging
Ontology mapping and merging was performed by equating classes and object properties with
Protégé. Mapping and merged ontologies are available for users to browse through and download
in ROMULUS. Entities were mapped in the order of their level in the hierarchy, from higher
to lower level. The reason this is that foundational ontologies by definition are general highlevel ontologies. Since ontology mapping sometimes results in ontological inconsistencies, it is
important to ensure that firstly, higher-level entities exist. Reconsider Tables 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4:
there are 11 successful mappings for DOLCE-lite ↔BFORO, 13 for DOLCE-Lite ↔ GFO, and
16 for BFORO ↔ GFO.
The unsuccessful mappings are ontology alignments that could not be mapped as they resulted
in ontology inconsistencies. The inconsistencies were identified by using the method described
earlier in Section 2.1. It is important to note that if the entities were mapped in the opposite
order, from lower to higher level, this would result in different inconsistencies. Many of the
existing higher-level successful entity mappings would be inconsistent, and the existing inconsistent lower-level mappings would in some cases be consistent. In the following sections, we
discuss the inconsistencies and provide possible solutions for some of them.

4.3.1. Logical inconsistencies
Each inconsistent alignment as well as a short description of the inconsistency is provided below. The explanations for the inconsistencies were generated with the Protégé explanation feature. Thereafter we manually translated these explanations to natural language, reordered the
sentences, analysed them and identified root causes for each inconsistency.
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4.3.1.1. Logical inconsistencies between DOLCE-Lite and BFO modules

1. DOLCE-Lite:spatio-temporal-region - BFO:SpatioTemporalRegion: DOLCE’s spatiotemporal-region is a subclass of DOLCE’s abstract. DOLCE’s abstract is disjoint to DOLCE’s perdurant. DOLCE’s perdurant is equivalent to BFO’s Occurrent. BFO’s SpatioTemporalRegion is a subclass of BFO’s Occurrent. This inconsistency is a result of the OWL
DisjointClasses class axiom. In this equivalence relation, both DOLCE’s spatio-temporalregion and BFO’s SpatioTemporalRegion are subclasses of two classes that are disjoint,
hence the two classes cannot be equivalent.
2. DOLCE-Lite:temporal-region - BFO:TemporalRegion: This inconsistency is similar
to the above inconsistency, having the same root cause. DOLCE’s temporal-region is
a subclass of DOLCE’s abstract. DOLCE’s abstract is disjoint to DOLCE’s perdurant.
DOLCE’s perdurant is equivalent to BFO’s Occurrent. BFO’s TemporalRegion is a subclass of BFO’s Occurrent. This inconsistency is a result of the OWL DisjointClasses class
axiom. In this equivalence relation, both DOLCE’s temporal-region and BFO’s TemporalRegion are subclasses of two classes that are disjoint, hence the two classes cannot be
equivalent.
3. DOLCE-Lite:participant - BFORO:has participant: The range of DOLCE’s participant
is endurant. The range of BFO’s has participant is Continuant. DOLCE’s endurant is
disjoint to its quality. DOLCE’s quality is equivalent to BFO’s Quality. BFO’s Quality is a
subclass of its Continuant. This inconsistency is a result of the OWL DisjointClasses class
axiom. In this equivalence relation, DOLCE’s endurant is disjoint to a subclass of BFO’s
Continuant, causing the range restrictions of DOLCE and BFO to conflict for this relation.
4. DOLCE-Lite:participant-in - BFORO:participates in: This inconsistency is similar to
the above inconsistency, having the same root cause. The domain of DOLCE’s participantin is endurant. The domain of BFO’s participates in is Continuant. DOLCE’s endurant is
disjoint to its quality. DOLCE’s quality is equivalent to BFORO’s Quality. BFO’s Quality
is a subclass of its Continuant. This inconsistency is a result of the OWL DisjointClasses
class axiom. In this equivalence relation, DOLCE’s endurant is disjoint to a subclass of
BFO’s Continuant, causing the domain restrictions of DOLCE and BFO to conflict for this
relation.
5. DOLCE-Lite:generic-location - BFORO:located in: The range of DOLCE’s genericlocation is particular. The range of BFO’s located in is Continuant. BFO’s Continuant is
disjoint to its Occurrent. BFO’s Occurrent is equivalent to DOLCE’S perdurant. DOLCE’s
perdurant is a subclass of has-Quality some temporal-location-q. The domain of DOLCE’s
has-quality is particular. This inconsistency is a result of the OWL DisjointClasses class
axiom. In this equivalence relation, BFO’s Continuant is disjoint to a subclass of DOLCE’s
has-Quality some temporal-location-q having a domain particular, causing the range restrictions of DOLCE and BFO to conflict for this relation.
6. DOLCE-Lite:generic-location-of - BFORO:located of: This inconsistency is similar
to the above inconsistency, having the same root cause. The range of DOLCE’s generic-
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location-of is particular. The range of BFO’s located of is Continuant. BFO’s Continuant is
disjoint to its Occurrent. BFO’s Occurrent is equivalent to DOLCE’S perdurant. DOLCE’s
perdurant is a subclass of has-Quality some temporal-location-q. The domain of DOLCE’s
has-quality is particular. This inconsistency is a result of the OWL DisjointClasses class
axiom. In this equivalence relation, BFO’s Continuant is disjoint to a subclass of DOLCE’s
has-Quality some temporal-location-q having a domain particular, causing the range restric-

tions of DOLCE and BFO to conflict for this relation.

4.3.1.2. Logical inconsistencies between DOLCE-Lite and GFO modules

1. DOLCE-Lite:set - GFO:Set: DOLCE’s set is a subclass of DOLCE’s abstract. DOLCE’s
abstract is equivalent to GFO’s Abstract. GFO’s Abstract is a subclass of GFO’s Item.
GFO’s Set is disjoint to GFO’s Item. This inconsistency is a result of the OWL DisjointClasses class axiom. In this equivalence relation, GFO’s Set is disjoint to a superclass of
DOLCE’s set, hence the two classes cannot be equivalent.
2. DOLCE-Lite:physical-endurant - GFO:Material persistant: DOLCE’s physical-endurant is a subclass of DOLCE’s endurant. DOLCE’s endurant is equivalent to GFO’s Presential. GFO’s Presential is a subclass of GFO’s Individual. GFO’s Individual is a subclass of
the complement of GFO’s instantiated by some GFO’s Item. GFO’s Material persistant is
a subclass of GFO’s Persistant. GFO’s Persistant is a subclass of GFO’s instantiated by
some GFO’s Item. This inconsistency is a result of the OWL Complement class constructor.
In this equivalence relation, GFO’s Material persistant is a subclass of its instantiated by
some GFO’s Item while DOLCE’s physical-endurant is a subclass of the complement of
that class, hence the two classes cannot be equivalent.
3. DOLCE-Lite:quale - GFO:Property value: DOLCE’s quale is a subclass of DOLCE’s
abstract. DOLCE’s abstract is equivalent to GFO’s Abstract. GFO’s Property value is a
subclass of GFO’s Concrete. GFO’s Concrete is disjoint to GFO’s Abstract. This inconsistency is a result of the OWL DisjointClasses class axiom. In this equivalence relation, both
DOLCE’s quale and GFO’s Property value are subclasses of two classes that are disjoint,
hence the two classes cannot be equivalent.
4. DOLCE-Lite:quality-space - GFO:Value space: DOLCE’s quality-space is a subclass
of DOLCE’s particular. DOLCE’s particular is equivalent to GFO’s Individual. GFO’s
Value space is a subclass of GFO’s Category. GFO’s Category is disjoint to GFO’s Individual. This inconsistency is a result of the OWL DisjointClasses class axiom. In this
equivalence relation, both DOLCE’s quality-space and GFO’s Value space are subclasses
of two classes that are disjoint, hence the two classes cannot be equivalent.
5. DOLCE-Lite:time-interval - GFO:Chronoid: DOLCE’s time-interval is a subclass of
DOLCE’s abstract. DOLCE’s abstract is equivalent to GFO’s Abstract. GFO’s Chronoid
is a subclass of GFO’s Space Time. GFO’s Space Time is disjoint to GFO’s Abstract.
This inconsistency is a result of the OWL DisjointClasses class axiom. In this equivalence
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relation, both DOLCE’s time-interval and GFO’s Chronoid are subclasses of two classes
that are disjoint, hence the two classes cannot be equivalent.
6. DOLCE-Lite:space-region - GFO:Spatial region: This inconsistency is similar to the
above inconsistency, having the same root cause. DOLCE’s space-region is a subclass
of DOLCE’s abstract. DOLCE’s abstract is equivalent to GFO’s Abstract. GFO’s Spatial region is a subclass of GFO’s Space Time. GFO’s Space Time is disjoint to GFO’s
Abstract. This inconsistency is a result of the OWL DisjointClasses class axiom. In this
equivalence relation, both DOLCE’s space-region and GFO’s Spatial region are subclasses
of two classes that are disjoint, hence the two classes cannot be equivalent.
7. DOLCE-Lite:temporal-region - GFO:Temporal region:This inconsistency is similar to
the two above inconsistencies, having the same root cause. DOLCE’s temporal-region is a
subclass of DOLCE’s abstract. DOLCE’s abstract is equivalent to GFO’s Abstract. GFO’s
Temporal region is a subclass of GFO’s Space Time. GFO’s Space Time is disjoint to
GFO’s Abstract. This inconsistency is a result of the OWL DisjointClasses class axiom.
In this equivalence relation, both DOLCE’s temporal-region and GFO’s Temporal region
are subclasses of two classes that are disjoint, hence the two classes cannot be equivalent.
Refer to Fig. 4.1 for a graphical explanation of the inconsistencies between temporal region
entities of DOLCE-Lite, BFO and GFO ontologies.
gfo:Concrete
bfo:Occurent

≡ gfo:Occurrent

bfo:TemporalRegion

×

gfo:Space_Time

× gfo:Abstract ≡ dolce:Abstract × dolce:Perdurant ≡ bfo:Occurent

gfo:Temporal_Region

dolce:temporal-region

bfo:TemporalRegion

declaring equivalence results in inconsistency due to
disjointness among higher-level categories

Figure 4.1.: Due to the OWL DisjointClasses class axiom, DOLCE:temporal-region,
BFO:TemporalRegion and GFO:Temporal region cannot be mapped in any way
without causing an inconsistency; ≡: aligned entities, ×: disjoint entities.
8. DOLCE-Lite:state - GFOBasic:State:DOLCE’s state is a subclass of its perdurant. DOLCE’s state is equivalent to GFO’s State. GFO’s State is a subclass of its Process. GFO’s
Process is disjoint to its Occurrent. GFO’s Occurrent is equivalent to DOLCE’s perdurant.
This inconsistency is a result of the OWL DisjointClasses class axiom. In this equivalence relation, both DOLCE’s state and GFO’s State are subclasses of two classes that are
disjoint, hence the two classes cannot be equivalent.
9. DOLCE-Lite:process - GFOBasic:Process:This inconsistency is similar to the above
inconsistency, having the same root cause. DOLCE’s process is a subclass of its perdurant.
GFO’s Process is disjoint to its Occurrent. GFO’s Occurrent is equivalent to DOLCE’s
perdurant. This inconsistency is a result of the OWL DisjointClasses class axiom. In this
equivalence relation, GFO’s Process is disjoint to a superclass of DOLCE’s process, hence
the two classes cannot be equivalent.
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10. FunctionalParticipation:concept - GFO:Concept: GFO’s Concept is a subclass of GFO’s
Category. DOLCE’s concept is a subclass of DOLCE’s endurant. DOLCE’s endurant is
equivalent to GFO’s Presential. GFO’s Presential is a subclass of GFO’s Individual. GFO’s
Category is disjoint to GFO’s Individual. This inconsistency is a result of the OWL DisjointClasses class axiom. In this equivalence relation, both DOLCE’s concept and GFO’s
Concept are subclasses of two classes that are disjoint, hence the two classes cannot be
equivalent.
11. FunctionalParticipation:role - GFO:Role: GFO’s Processual role is a subclass of GFO’s
Occurrent. GFO’s Processual role is a subclass of GFO’s Role. DOLCE’s role is a subclass
of DOLCE’s endurant. DOLCE’s endurant is equivalent to GFO’s Presential. GFO’s Occurrent is disjoint to GFO’s Presential. This inconsistency is a result of the OWL DisjointClasses class axiom. In this equivalence relation, DOLCE’s role is a subclass of GFO’s
Presential, and GFO’s Role is a superclass of Occurrent’s subclass, with Presential and
Occurrent being disjoint, hence the two classes cannot be equivalent.
12. DOLCE-Lite:part - GFO:abstract has part: The domain and range for DOLCE’s part
is particular. The domain and range for GFO’s abstract has part is Item. GFO’s Category
is disjoint to Individual. GFO’s Item is equivalent to Category. DOLCE’s particular is
equivalent to Individual. This inconsistency is a result of the OWL DisjointClasses class
axiom. In this equivalence relation, DOLCE’s particular is disjoint to GFO’s Item, due to
other equivalence relations in the ontologies, causing the domain and range restrictions of
DOLCE and GFO to conflict for this relation.
13. DOLCE-Lite:part-of - GFO:abstract part of: This inconsistency is similar to the above
inconsistency, having the same root cause. The domain and range for DOLCE’s part-of
is particular. The domain and range for GFO’s abstract part of is Item. GFO’s Category
is disjoint to Individual. GFO’s Category is a subclass of its Item. DOLCE’s particular is
equivalent to Individual. This inconsistency is a result of the OWL DisjointClasses class
axiom. In this equivalence relation, DOLCE’s particular is disjoint to the subclass of GFO’s
Item, due to other equivalence relations in the ontologies, causing the domain and range
restrictions of DOLCE and GFO to conflict for this relation.
14. DOLCE-Lite:generic-dependent - GFO:necessary for: This inconsistency is similar to
the above inconsistency, having the same root cause. The domain and range for DOLCE’s
generic-dependent is particular. The domain and range for GFO’s necessary for is Item.
GFO’s Category is disjoint to Individual. GFO’s Category is a subclass of its Item. DOLCE’s
particular is equivalent to Individual. This inconsistency is a result of the OWL DisjointClasses class axiom. In this equivalence relation, DOLCE’s particular is disjoint to the
subclass of GFO’s Item, due to other equivalence relations in the ontologies, causing the
domain and range restrictions of DOLCE and GFO to conflict for this relation.
15. DOLCE-Lite:generically-dependent-on - GFO:depends on: This inconsistency is similar to the above inconsistency, having the same root cause. The domain and range for
DOLCE’s generically-dependent-on is particular. The domain and range for GFO’s depends on is Item. GFO’s Category is disjoint to Individual. GFO’s Category is a subclass
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of its Item. DOLCE’s particular is equivalent to Individual. This inconsistency is a result of
the OWL DisjointClasses class axiom. In this equivalence relation, DOLCE’s particular is
disjoint to the subclass of GFO’s Item, due to other equivalence relations in the ontologies,
causing the domain and range restrictions of DOLCE and GFO to conflict for this relation.
16. DOLCE-Lite:proper-part - GFO:has proper part: The domain and range for DOLCE’s
proper-part is particular. GFO’s proper-part is a subproperty of its has part. The domain and range for GFO’s has part is Concrete, therefore the domain and range of GFO’s
has proper part is Concrete. DOLCE’s particular is equivalent to GFO’s Individual. GFO’s
Abstract is a subclass of its Individual. GFO’s Abstract is disjoint to Concrete. This inconsistency is a result of the OWL DisjointClasses class axiom. In this equivalence relation,
GFO’s Concrete is disjoint to a subclass of DOLCE’s particular, causing the domain and
range restrictions of DOLCE and GFO to conflict for this relation.
17. DOLCE-Lite:proper-part-of - GFO:proper part of: This inconsistency is similar to the
above inconsistency, having the same root cause. The domain and range for DOLCE’s
proper-part-of is particular. GFO’s proper-part-of is a subproperty of its part of. The domain and range for GFO’s has part is Concrete, therefore the domain and range of GFO’s
has proper part is Concrete. DOLCE’s particular is equivalent to GFO’s Individual. GFO’s
Abstract is a subclass of its Individual. GFO’s Abstract is disjoint to Concrete. This inconsistency is a result of the OWL DisjointClasses class axiom. In this equivalence relation,
GFO’s Concrete is disjoint to a subclass of DOLCE’s particular, causing the domain and
range restrictions of DOLCE and GFO to conflict for this relation.
18. DOLCE-Lite:generic-constituent-of - GFO:constituent part of: This inconsistency is
similar to the above inconsistency, having the same root cause. The domain and range for
DOLCE’s generic-constituent-of is particular. GFO’s constituent part of is a subproperty of
its has part. The domain and range for GFO’s has part is Concrete, therefore the domain
and range of GFO’s constituent part of is Concrete. DOLCE’s particular is equivalent to
GFO’s Individual. GFO’s Abstract is a subclass of its Individual. GFO’s Abstract is disjoint
to Concrete. This inconsistency is a result of the OWL DisjointClasses class axiom. In
this equivalence relation, GFO’s Concrete is disjoint to a subclass of DOLCE’s particular,
causing the domain and range restrictions of DOLCE and GFO to conflict for this relation.
19. DOLCE-Lite:generic-constituent - GFO:has constituent part: The domain for DOLCE’s generic-constituent is particular. The domain for GFO’s has constituent part is Configuration. GFO’s Concrete is a subclass of Individual. GFO’s Individual is equivalent to
DOLCE’s particular. GFO’s Configuration is a subclass of its Presential. GFO’s Presential
is disjoint to Occurrent. GFO’s Occurrent is a subclass of Concrete. This inconsistency is
a result of the OWL DisjointClasses class axiom. In this equivalence relation, GFO’s Configuration’s superclass is disjoint to a subclass of DOLCE’s particular, causing the domain
restrictions of DOLCE and GFO to conflict for this relation.
20. DOLCE-Lite:generic-location - GFO:occupies: The range for DOLCE’s generic-location
is particular. The range for GFO’s occupies is Space. GFO’s Space is a subclass of
Space time. GFO’s Space time is disjoint to its Abstract. GFO’s Abstract is a subclass of
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Individual. GFO’s Individual is equivalent to particular. This inconsistency is a result of the
OWL DisjointClasses class axiom. In this equivalence relation, GFO’s Space’s superclass
is disjoint to a subclass of DOLCE’s particular, causing the range restrictions of DOLCE

and GFO to conflict for this relation.
21. DOLCE-Lite:generic-location-of - GFO:occupied by: This inconsistency is similar to
the above inconsistency, having the same root cause. The domain for DOLCE’s genericlocation-of is particular. The domain for GFO’s occupied by is Space. GFO’s Space is a
subclass of Space time. GFO’s Space time is disjoint to its Abstract. GFO’s Abstract is
a subclass of Individual. GFO’s Individual is equivalent to particular. This inconsistency
is a result of the OWL DisjointClasses class axiom. In this equivalence relation, GFO’s
Space’s superclass is disjoint to a subclass of DOLCE’s particular, causing the domain
restrictions of DOLCE and GFO to conflict for this relation.
22. DOLCE-Lite:has-quale - GFO:has value: The range for DOLCE’s has-quale is quale.
The range for GFO’s has value is property value. DOLCE’s quale is a subclass of DOLCE’s
abstract. DOLCE’s abstract is equivalent to GFO’s Abstract. GFO’s Property value is a
subclass of GFO’s Concrete. GFO’s Concrete is disjoint to GFO’s Abstract. This inconsistency is a result of the OWL DisjointClasses class axiom. In this equivalence relation, both
DOLCE’s quale and GFO’s Property value are subclasses of two classes that are disjoint,
causing the range restrictions of DOLCE and GFO to conflict for this relation.
23. DOLCE-Lite:quale-of - GFO:value of: This inconsistency is similar to the above inconsistency, having the same root cause. The domain for DOLCE’s quale-of is quale. The
domain for GFO’s value of is property value. DOLCE’s quale is a subclass of DOLCE’s
abstract. DOLCE’s abstract is equivalent to GFO’s Abstract. GFO’s Property value is a
subclass of GFO’s Concrete. GFO’s Concrete is disjoint to GFO’s Abstract. This inconsistency is a result of the OWL DisjointClasses class axiom. In this equivalence relation, both
DOLCE’s quale and GFO’s Property value are subclasses of two classes that are disjoint,
causing the domain restrictions of DOLCE and GFO to conflict for this relation.
24. DOLCE-Lite:q-present-at - GFO:exists at: The domain for DOLCE’s q-present-at is
physical-quality. The domain for GFO’s exists at is Presential. DOLCE’s physical-quality
is a subclass of DOLCE’s quality. DOLCE’s quality is disjoint to its endurant. DOLCE’s
endurant is equivalent to GFO’s Presential. This inconsistency is a result of the OWL DisjointClasses class axiom. In this equivalence relation, the superclass of DOLCE’s physicalquality is disjoint to GFO’s Presential, causing the domain restrictions of DOLCE and GFO
to conflict for this relation.
25. DOLCE-Lite:participant - GFOBasic:has participant: The domain for DOLCE’s participant is perdurant. The domain for GFO’s has participant is Processual structure. GFO’s
Occurrent is disjoint to its Process. GFO’s Process is a subclass of its Processual structure.
DOLCE’s perdurant is equivalent to GFO’s Occurrent. This inconsistency is a result of the
OWL DisjointClasses class axiom. In this equivalence relation, DOLCE’s perdurant is
disjoint to a subclass of GFO’s Processual structure, causing the domain restrictions of
DOLCE and GFO to conflict for this relation.
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26. DOLCE-Lite:participant-in - GFOBasic:participates in: This inconsistency is similar to the above inconsistency, having the same root cause. The range for DOLCE’s
participant-in is perdurant. The range for GFO’s participates in is Processual structure.
GFO’s Occurrent is disjoint to its Process. GFO’s Process is a subclass of its Processual structure. DOLCE’s perdurant is equivalent to GFO’s Occurrent. This inconsistency
is a result of the OWL DisjointClasses class axiom. In this equivalence relation, DOLCE’s
perdurant is disjoint to a subclass of GFO’s Processual structure, causing the range restrictions of DOLCE and GFO to conflict for this relation.
4.3.1.3. Logical inconsistencies between BFO and GFO modules

1. BFO:Role - GFO:Role: GFO’s Processual role is a subclass of Role and Process. GFO’s
Process is a subclass of its Occurrent. GFO’s Occurrent is equivalent to BFO’s Occurrent.
BFO’s role is a subclass of its Continuant. BFO’s Continuant is disjoint to its Occurrent.
This inconsistency is a result of the OWL DisjointClasses class axiom. In this equivalence
relation, GFO’s Role is a superclass of Processual role, which is a subclass of Occurrent,
and BFO’s Role is a subclass of Continuant with Occurrent and Continuant being disjoint,
hence the two classes cannot be equivalent.
2. BFO:TemporalRegion - GFO:Temporal region: BFO’s TemporalRegion is a subclass of
BFO’s Occurrent. BFO’s Occurrent is equivalent to GFO’s Occurrent. GFO’s Occurrent
is a subclass of GFO’s Concrete. GFO’s Space Time is disjoint with GFO’s Concrete.
GFO’s Temporal Region is a subclass of GFO’s Space Time. This inconsistency is a result
of the OWL DisjointClasses class axiom. In this equivalence relation, both BFO’s TemporalRegion and GFO’s Temporal region are subclasses of two classes that are disjoint, hence
the two classes cannot be equivalent.
3. BFO:MaterialEntity - GFO:Material persistant: GFO’s Material persistant is a subclass
of its Universal. GFO’s Universal is a subclass of instantiated by some GFO’s Item. BFO’s
Material entity is a subclass of its IndependentContinuant. BFO’s IndependentContinuant
is equivalent to GFO’s Presential. GFO’s Presential is a subclass of its Individual. GFO’s
Individual is a subclass of the complement of instantiated by some GFO’s Item. This inconsistency is a result of the OWL Complement class constructor. In this equivalence relation,
GFO’s Material persistant is a subclass of its instantiated by some GFO’s Item while BFO’s
MaterialEntity is a subclass of the complement of that class, hence the two classes cannot
be equivalent.
4. BFO:DependentContinuant - GFO:Dependent: GFO’s Entity is equivalent to its Item or
Set. GFO’s Category is a subclass of Item. GFO’s Category is disjoint to its Individual.
GFO’s Dependent is a subclass of Individual. GFO’s Entity is equivalent to BFO’s Entity.
BFO’s Entity is equivalent to its Occurrent or Continuant. BFO’s Continuant is equivalent
to its IndependentContinuant or DependentContinuant or SpatialRegion. This inconsistency is a result of the OWL DisjointClasses class axiom. In this equivalence relation,
BFO’s DependentContinuant is a superclass of GFO’s Category, and GFO’s Dependent is
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a subclass of GFO’s Individual with Category and Individual being disjoint, hence the two
classes cannot be equivalent.
5. BFO:Process - GFOBasic:Process: BFO’s Process is a subclass of BFO’s Occurrent.
BFO’s Occurrent is equivalent to GFO’s Occurrent. GFO’s Occurrent is disjoint to GFO’s
Process. This inconsistency is a result of the OWL DisjointClasses class axiom. In this
equivalence relation, GFO’s Process is disjoint to a superclass of BFO’s process, hence
the two classes cannot be equivalent.
6. BFORO:located in - GFO:occupies: The range of BFO’s located in is Continuant. The
range of GFO’s occupies is Space. GFO’s Presential is a subclass of Concrete. GFO’s
Concrete is disjoint with its Space time. GFO’s Presential is equivalent to BFO’s IndependentContinuant. BFO’s IndependentContinuant is a subclass of its Continuant. GFO’s
Space is a subclass of its Space time. This inconsistency is a result of the OWL DisjointClasses class axiom. In this equivalence relation, GFO’s Space is a subclass of GFO’s
Space time, and, by equivalence BFO’s Continuant is a superclass of Presential, which
is Concrete’s subclass, with Space time and Concrete being disjoint, causing the range
restrictions of BFO and GFO to conflict for this relation.
7. BFORO:location of and GFO:occupied by: This inconsistency is similar to the above
inconsistency, having the same root cause. The domain of BFO’s location of is Continuant. The domain of GFO’s occupied by is Space. GFO’s Presential is a subclass of
Concrete. GFO’s Concrete is disjoint with its Space time. GFO’s Presential is equivalent
to BFO’s IndependentContinuant. BFO’s IndependentContinuant is a subclass of its Continuant. GFO’s Space is a subclass of its Space time. This inconsistency is a result of the
OWL DisjointClasses class axiom. In this equivalence relation, GFO’s Space is a subclass
of GFO’s Space time, and, by equivalence BFO’s Continuant is a superclass of Presential,
which is Concrete’s subclass, with Space time and Concrete being disjoint, causing the
domain restrictions of BFO and GFO to conflict for this relation.
8. BFORO:has participant - GFO:has participant: The range for BFO’s has participant
is Continuant. The range for GFO’s has participant is Presential. BFO’s SpatialRegion is
a subclass of Continuant. BFO’s SpatialRegion is disjoint to its IndependentContinuant.
BFO’s IndependentContinuant is equivalent to GFO’s Presential. This inconsistency is
a result of the OWL DisjointClasses class axiom. In this equivalence relation, GFO’s
Presential is disjoint to a subclass of BFO’s Continuant, causing the range restrictions of
BFO and GFO to conflict for this relation.
9. BFORO:has participant - GFOBasic:has participant: The domain for BFO’s
has participant is Occurrent. The domain for GFO’s has participant is Processual structure.
GFO’s Occurrent is disjoint to its Process. GFO’s Process is a subclass of its Processual structure. GFO’s Occurrent is equivalent to BFO’s Occurrent. This inconsistency is a
result of the OWL DisjointClasses class axiom. In this equivalence relation, BFO’s Occurrent is disjoint to a subclass of GFO’s Processual structure, causing the domain restrictions
of BFO and GFO to conflict for this relation.
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10. BFORO:participates in - GFOBasic:participates in: This inconsistency is similar to
the above inconsistency, having the same root cause. The range for BFO’s participates in is
Occurrent. The range for GFO’s participates in is Processual structure. GFO’s Occurrent
is disjoint to its Process. GFO’s Process is a subclass of its Processual structure. GFO’s
Occurrent is equivalent to BFO’s Occurrent. This inconsistency is a result of the OWL
DisjointClasses class axiom. In this equivalence relation, BFO’s Occurrent is disjoint to a
subclass of GFO’s Processual structure, causing the range restrictions of BFO and GFO
to conflict for this relation.
4.3.1.4. Dealing with ontological inconsistencies

We were able to deal with a few inconsistencies. In these cases, it was possible to alter the
equivalence relation to that of subsumption. In order to do so, it was necessary to check whether
an entity would logically subsume its related inconsistent equivalence entity. A list of each
inconsistency, with its altered relation follows.
• DOLCE-Lite:participant - BFORO:has participant: Section 4.3.1.1, inconsistency 3 :
The relation was changed to: BFORO:has participant subsumes DOLCE-Lite:participant.
• DOLCE-Lite:participant-in - BFORO:participates in: Section 4.3.1.1, inconsistency 4
: The relation was changed to: BFORO:participates in subsumes DOLCE-Lite:participantin.
• FunctionalParticipation:role - GFO:Role : Section 4.3.1.2, inconsistency 11 : The relation was changed to: GFO:Role subsumes BFO:Role.
• DOLCE-Lite:part - GFO:abstract has part: Section 4.3.1.2,inconsistency 12 : The relation was changed to GFO:abstract has part subsumes DOLCE-Lite:part.
• DOLCE-Lite:part-of - GFO:abstract part of: Section 4.3.1.2,inconsistency 13 : The
relation was changed to GFO:abstract part of subsumes DOLCE-Lite:part-of.
• DOLCE-Lite:generic-dependent - GFO:necessary for: Section 4.3.1.2, inconsistency 14
: The relation was changed to GFO:necessary for subsumes DOLCE-Lite:generic-dependent.
• DOLCE-Lite:generically-dependent-on - GFO:depends on: Section 4.3.1.2, inconsistency 15 : The relation was changed to GFO:depends on subsumes DOLCE-Lite: genericallydependent-on.
• DOLCE-Lite:proper-part - GFO:has proper part: Section 4.3.1.2, inconsistency 16 :
The relation was changed to DOLCE-Lite:proper-part subsumes GFO:has proper part.
• DOLCE-Lite:proper-part-of - GFO:proper part of: Section 4.3.1.2, inconsistency 17 :
The relation was changed to DOLCE-Lite:proper-part-of subsumes GFO:proper part of.
• DOLCE-Lite:generic-constituent-of - GFO:constituent part of: Section 4.3.1.2, inconsistency 18 : The relation was changed to DOLCE-Lite:generic-constituent-of subsumes GFO:constituent part of.
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• DOLCE-Lite:generic-constituent - GFO:has constituent part: Section 4.3.1.2, inconsistency 19 : The relation was changed to DOLCE-Lite:generic-constituent subsumes
GFO:has constituent part.
• DOLCE-Lite:generic-location - GFO:occupies: Section 4.3.1.2, inconsistency 20 :
The relation was changed to DOLCE-Lite:generic-location subsumes GFO:occupies.
• DOLCE-Lite:generic-location-of - GFO:occupied by: Section 4.3.1.2, inconsistency 21
: The relation was changed to DOLCE-Lite:generic-location-of subsumes GFO: occupied by.
• DOLCE-Lite:participant - GFOBasic:has participant: Section 4.3.1.2, inconsistency 25
: The relation was changed to GFO:has participant subsumes DOLCE-Lite:participant.
• DOLCE-Lite:participant-in - GFOBasic:participates in: Section 4.3.1.2, inconsistency 26
: The relation was changed to GFO:participates in subsumes DOLCE-Lite:participant-in.
• BFO:Role - GFO:Role: Section 4.3.1.3, inconsistency 1 : The relation was changed to:
GFO:Role subsumes BFO:Role.
• BFORO:located in - GFO:occupies: Section 4.3.1.3, inconsistency 6 : The relation was
changed to: BFORO:located in subsumes GFO:occupies.
• BFORO:location of - GFO:occupied by: Section 4.3.1.3, inconsistency 7 : The relation
was changed to: BFORO:location of subsumes GFO:occupied by.
• BFORO:has participant - GFO:has participant: Section 4.3.1.3, inconsistency 8 : The
relation was changed to: BFORO:has participant subsumes GFO:has participant.

4.3.2. A higher-level foundational ontology
One of the main goals of the envisioned WFOL was for it to act as a starting point in ontology
development, by adopting a high-level view of the most basic and common classes of ontologies
within the WonderWeb library. This is achieved, in ROMULUS, by providing a higher-level
foundational ontology, which we have called Foundational Foundational Ontology (FFO). FFO
may assist in foundational ontology interoperability because it is a single foundational ontology
that consists of common entities of the three foundational ontologies: DOLCE-Lite, BFO and
GFO.
FFO is represented in OWL DL and OWL 2 DL. Since FFO only contains entities that are
common between DOLCE-Lite, BFO and GFO ontologies, it has only 7 classes and no object
properties. Each entity in FFO is annotated with a clear definition and its equivalent class in
DOLCE, BFO and GFO ontologies in order to enable usage of FFO. An example of an annotation
in FFO is displayed in Fig. 4.2. FFO contains both 3D and 4D entities. Temporal entities in FFO
mean that it takes on an eternalist stance. FFO has some support for entity attributes. FFO is
modular in that its 3D and 4D entities are found in separate branches. It is freely available and
actively maintained. To promote usage of FFO, its metadata can be found online at ROMULUS’s
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metadata page1 . FFO is available for users to browse through and download in ROMULUS. The
class taxonomy of FFO can be viewed in Fig. 4.3.

Figure 4.2.: Annotating the 3D entity in FFO.

Figure 4.3.: The FFO class taxonomy.
It must be noted that GFO, was envisioned to be a foundational ontology that is expressive
enough to include other foundational ontologies. This may be true to a certain extent, but we
have noticed that many entities from DOLCE-Lite and BFO are not found in GFO. Conversely,
GFO has entities that are not found in DOLCE-Lite and BFO. Therefore, we thought it was
best to rather create a higher-level foundational ontology by integrating only the most common
mappings of DOLCE-Lite, BFO and GFO ontologies.

4.3.3. FFO Mappings
In this section, we present a mapping between each FFO entity and its equivalent entity in the
three foundational ontologies.
• FFO:3D is equivalent to DOLCE:endurant, BFO:IndependentContinuant and to
GFO:Presential;
• FFO:Material-object is equivalent to DOLCE:physical-object, BFO:Object, and to
GFO:Material object;
1 http://www.cs.ukzn.ac.za/zubeida/ROMULUS/Metadata/Foundational/ffo.htm
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• FFO:4D is equivalent to DOLCE:perdurant, BFO:Occurrent, and to GFO:Occurrent;
• FFO:Process is equivalent to DOLCE:process, BFO:Process, and to GFO:Process;
• FFO:Property is equivalent to DOLCE:quality, BFO:Quality, and to GFO:Property;
• FFO:Spatial region is equivalent to DOLCE:space-region, BFO:SpatialRegion, and to
GFO:Spatial region;

4.4. Foundational ontology interchangeability method
In this section, we propose a manual method to perform foundational ontology interchangeability
between domain ontologies. For this, we use the merged ontologies from ROMULUS, depending
on which ontologies we wish to convert between. If we wish to convert a domain ontology linked
to a source foundational ontology S to a target foundational ontology T, we use one of the merged
ontologies that include ontologies S and T.
Notation:

In the following method, we shall adopt the following conventions:

FOS A source foundational ontology.
FOT A target foundational ontology.
EntityS The highest-level class in the taxonomy of FOS with equivalence relations to FOT.
EntityT The highest-level class in the taxonomy of FOT with equivalence relations to FOS.
EntityDS A main entity containing domain entities linked to FOS.
EntityDomain A domain entity.
EntitySuper A superclass of an EntityDomain.
EntitySuperEqual A class that is equivalent to EntitySuper.

Steps:

1. Create new ontology: Create a new ontology in Protégé.
2. Import ontology files: Directly import the following files into the ontology: the domain
ontology file and the merged foundational ontology file from ROMULUS.
3. Group ontology entities into highest-level taxonomy classes: To simplify the process,
we group the entities into highest-level taxonomy classes. In some cases there are already
highest-level taxonomy classes e.g., DOLCE’s highest-level class in the taxonomy is particular. Usually there should be two highest-level taxonomy classes: EntityS and EntityT.
The domain entities are subsumed by EntityS. However, in some cases where the domain
ontology uses a different version of FOS, we have a third highest-level taxonomy classes,
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EntityDS. If there are two highest-level taxonomy classes in the ontology, we skip the next

step of the method, step 4. If there are three highest-level taxonomy classes in the ontology,
we proceed with the next step of the method, step 4.
4. Move domain entities from EntityDS to EntityS: EntityDS and EntityS contain the same
top-level classes, since they are of the same FOS. EntityDS, is however, populated with
entities from a domain. Move an EntityDomain from EntityDS to EntityS as follows:
• Select any EntityDomain from EntityDS to be moved to EntityS.
• Identify EntityDomain’s EntitySuper from EntityDS. If EntityDomain’s EntitySuper is
EntityDS, move EntityDomain to be a subclass of Thing, and restart the method with
the next EntityDomain. In this case, EntityDomain is not contained in FOS and kept
separate.
• Identify a class with the same name as EntitySuper in EntityS.
• Add EntityS’s EntitySuper as a superclass of EntityDomain.
• Remove EntityDS’s EntitySuper as a superclass of EntityDomain.
Continue moving EntityDomain entities from EntityDS to EntityS until there are no longer
any EntityDomain entities in EntityDS.
5. Move domain entities from EntityS to EntityT: EntityS and EntityT contain classes from
FOS and FOT respectively, linked by equivalence relations. However, EntityS contains
EntityDomain entities. Move an EntityDomain from EntityS to EntityT as follows:
• Select any EntityDomain from EntityS to be moved to EntityT.
• Identify EntityDomain’s superclass EntitySuper from EntityS.
• Identify a EntitySuperEqual corresponding to EntitySuper in EntityT. If there is no
EntitySuperEqual in EntityT, we treat the identified EntitySuper in EntityS as an EntityDomain, until we find an EntitySuper that has a corresponding EntitySuperEqual in
EntityT. If there is no corresponding EntitySuperEqual thereafter, we move the EntityDomain to be a subclass of Thing,and restart the method with the next EntityDomain.
In this case, EntityDomain is not contained in FOT and kept separate.
• Add EntityT’s EntitySuper as a superclass of EntityDomain.
• Remove EntityS’s EntitySuper as a superclass of EntityDomain.
Continue moving EntityDomain entities from EntityS to EntityT until there are no longer
any EntityDomain entities in EntityS.
6. Repeat: Repeat steps 3 - 5 for object properties in the ontology.
7. Delete EntityS and EntityDS : Once all EntityDomain entities have been moved from
EntityS and EntityDS; delete EntityS, EntityDS and their subclasses from the ontology. Now
EntityT exists as the main entity. EntityT contains the EntityDomain entities linked to FOT,
as desired.
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Web-based ROMULUS
In line with our goal of creating a foundational ontology repository, we have designed and implemented a web-based software system ROMULUS in order to allow individuals to publicly
access and benefit from all the functionality of the repository.

5.1. Requirements
A number of functional and non-functional requirements must be met to ensure the success of
the repository.

5.1.1. Functional requirements
The proposed repository must meet a number of functional requirements. The first three functional requirements are adapted from WFOL [45].
• Minimal: The repository is to be as general as possible, including only the most reusable
and widely applicable upper-level entities.
• Rigorous: The ontologies in the libraries will be characterized by means of rich axiomatisations.
• Extensively researched: Each module in the library will be added only after careful consideration and thorough research.
• Metadata: Metadata of each ontology must be available to the user.
• Foundational ontology comparison: It must provide a comparison of implemented foundational ontologies.
• Verbalisation: Human-readable verbalisations of each ontology must be provided to the
user.
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• Modularity: Foundational ontologies in the repository must be modularised.
• Mediation: Foundational ontology mediation must be performed. This includes alignment, mapping and merging of foundational ontologies.
• Online ontology browsing: It must allow for easy and effective online browsing of all the
ontologies in the repository.
• Access to download resources: It must allow the user to download all ontologies and
resources. This includes foundational ontologies, modules, mappings, merged ontologies,
ROMULUS’s documentation, ONSET and ONSET’s documentation.

5.1.2. Non-functional requirements
Non-functional requirements are essential for the overall quality of the software. These include:
• Maintainability: The proposed library must be designed to ensure that it may be extended
easily.
• Usability: Users must feel comfortable and at ease using the tool.
• Modular design: The tool must be designed in a modular way making it simple to perform
specific operations.
• Response time: The time taken in performing operations must be minimal.
• Accessibility: The repository must be available to the general public for usage.
• Documentation: Documentation to enhance usage must be easily accessible for users.

5.2. Design
We aim for ROMULUS to have a modular design, whereby functions are provided in different
tabs in the repository. Many software components, applications and application outputs work
together in ROMULUS, which we discuss in this section.
WebProtégé, the library used to provide online ontology browsing makes use of a Tomcat
server to execute. For this, all of WebProtégé’s pages and resources to be used in ROMULUS,
are to be executed on a separate Tomcat web-server. HTML tables and lists are used to illustrate
a comparison of foundational ontologies for the different categories of criteria. Protégé was used
to generate the axioms of each ontology module in DL. This was saved into PDF files, which are
embedded into the ROMULUS pages. SWAT natural language tools was used to generate HTML
pages of the verbalisation of each ontology in an ordered natural language format. HTML tables
are used to display ontological alignments of the foundational ontologies in ROMULUS. Similar
to the ontology browsing page, WebProtégé is used to provide all the mapping and merged ontologies to the user for online browsing. Metadata lists for each ontology is provided in HTML
tables. ONSET, the foundational ontology selection tool is conceptualised in its own page where
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it may be downloaded for usage. We provide a top-level conceptualisation of ROMULUS’s
front-end in Fig. 5.1. The interaction of the components in ROMULUS is provided in Fig. 5.2

Figure 5.1.: A conceptualisation of ROMULUS’s front-end system.

Figure 5.2.: The interaction of ROMULUS’s components.

5.3. ROMULUS’s features
In this section, we describe each feature provided by ROMULUS, and how it may be accessed
and used. Refer to Appendix C for ROMULUS’s documentation.
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5.3.1. Browse ontologies
ROMULUS uses WebProtégé to provide ontology browsing. Similarly to Protégé, there are
different tabs with classes, object properties and individuals of an ontology. Users are able to
traverse through the class and object property hierarchies. One can also view the annotations and
asserted conditions of an entity. A screenshot in Fig. 5.3 displays the ontology browsing feature.

Figure 5.3.: The ontology browsing feature in ROMULUS.
The ontology browsing library contains foundational ontologies and related modules. Mappings and merged ontologies exist in ROMULUS’s mediation pages, introduced in Section 5.3.4,
in separate libraries of the same type.

5.3.1.1. Foundational ontologies

The following foundational ontologies exist in ROMULUS:
• DOLCE2.0-Lite-v3: This version of DOLCE does not contain modality, temporal indexing, relation composition.
• BFO-1.1: BFO ontology.
• BFORO: The BFO ontology combined with relational ontology.
• GFO: The full version of GFO.
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5.3.1.2. Modular ontologies

We have the following types of modules in ROMULUS:
• Separate branches of 3D and 4D entities in the ontologies: This is used when one wants
to keep the entities that exist as a whole at all times (3D entities) separate from entities with
temporal parts that unfold over time (4D entities).
• Isolated branches of taxonomies of the ontologies for available subject domains support: Having modules that can be used for specific subject domains e.g., biomedical,
business.
• More/less-detailed versions of the ontologies: Having different variations of ontologies
with fewer/more entities, relational properties and axioms e.g., gfo-basic.
• OWL 2 profiles: Having modules in different fragments of OWL 2. e.g., OWL 2 QL
OWL Module extractor, Swoop and Protégé have been considered to use for ontology modularisation of the foundational ontologies. A list of existing and newly created modules, in OWL,
are presented below.

5.3.1.3. DOLCE modules

The following modules which we will use are already available:
• FunctionalParticipation: This module contains functional participation relations, based
on traditional literature on thematic relational properties.
• SpatialRelations: This module contains spatial relations which extend the local relations
from DOLCE.
• TemporalRelations: This module contains temporal relations.
Additionally we have created the following modules for DOLCE:
• DOLCEEndurants: This module contains no perdurant entities.
• DOLCEPerdurants: This module contains no endurant entities.
• DOLCENoQualityAndQualia: This module contains no quality and qualia entities.
• DOLCEEL: This module is an OWL 2 EL profile of DOLCE.
• DOLCEQL: This module is an OWL 2 QL profile of DOLCE.
5.3.1.4. BFO modules

No modules exist for the BFO ontology.
We have created the following modules for BFO:
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• BFOContinuants: This module contains only Continuant entities.
• BFOOccurrents: This module contains only Occurrent entities.

5.3.1.5. GFO modules

The following modules which we will use are already available:
• gfo-basic: This is a stable core of GFO.
Additionally we have created the following modules for GFO:
• GFOATO: This module is based on the Abstract Top Level layer which contains mainly
two meta-categories: Set and Item.
• GFOACO: This module is based on the Abstract Core Level which contains meta-categories
over the basic level: Category and Individual.
• GFONoOccurrents: This module contains no Occurrent entities.
• GFONoPersistantsAndPresentials: This module contains no Persistant nor Presential
entities.
• GFOBasicEL: This module is an OWL 2 EL profile of GFO.
• GFOBasicQL: This module is an OWL 2 QL profile of GFO.

5.3.1.6. Difficulties in performing modularisation

OWL Module extractor and Swoop use a logic based analysis of the axioms only and this resulted
in large modules similar to the original ontologies. For this reason, we could not apply OWL
Module extractor and Swoop to create modules. Protégé, on the other hand, generated smaller
modules according to the user’s input, in most cases. In some cases, where unnecessary entities
were still present after using Protégé, it was required to manually modularise the foundational
ontologies.
In DOLCE, endurant and perdurant are linked by a participation relation, making it difficult
to separate them into separate hierarchies. In order to create modules of these types, it was
necessary to manually remove some of the axioms relating the two entities. We encountered a
similar problem when modularising DOLCE to be a module without quality and qualia.

5.3.1.7. Mapping and merged ontologies

The mapping and merged ontologies are based on the ontology alignment pairs presented in
Section 4.2.
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5.3.2. Ontology comparison
ROMULUS has a multi-categorical criteria comparison of foundational ontologies, based on
existing work [39]. Within the comparison function, there is a page for each of the following
criteria: ontological commitments, representation languages, software engineering properties,
subject domains, and applications

5.3.3. Ontology Verbalisation
A verbalisation of the axioms in each ontology is provided in ROMULUS. We have two different
views available:
1. DL view: The axioms are expressed in DL language. To generate this view, we use
Protégé version 4.2 and save the file in LATEXformat which provides file of the axioms in
DL. A screenshot of this view is shown in Fig. 5.4.

Figure 5.4.: Verbalisation: DL view.
2. Natural language view: The axioms are formalised in natural language. To generate this
view, we use SWAT Natural language tools, which creates a HTML page of the ontology
verbalisation. A screenshot of this view is shown in Fig. 5.5.

5.3.4. Ontology mediation
The output of ontology mediation, previously described in Chapter 4, is available in ROMULUS.
Users are provided with ontological alignments in the form of tables, and mapping and merged
ontologies to be browsed online, as visualised in Fig. 5.3. The method for performing foundational ontology interchangeability from Section 4.4 and the logical inconsistencies between
aligned entities from Section 4.3.1 is also available in the mediation pages of ROMULUS.
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Figure 5.5.: Verbalisation: Natural language view.

5.3.5. Ontology selection
ONSET is a foundational ontology selection tool aimed at assisting the user by automatically
selecting a foundational ontology for domain ontology development with the user’s preferences
and generating an explanation for the choice. It assists developers by informing them about the
criteria of a particular foundational ontology and the way in which it relates to the ontology
to be developed. ONSET also generates, where possible, a list of existing projects related to
the user’s selected domain, in the form of references. ONSET may be used at different stages of
ontology development whether it is at the start of development or during improvement of existing
domain ontology. In this section, we summarise the evolution and evaluations of ONSET, since
its initial development during BSc Honours, which has been published at The 18th International
Conference on Knowledge Engineering and Knowledge Management [39].
Since ROMULUS is a repository of foundational ontologies, we believe it is important to
have a foundational ontology selector in it. Since the initial development of ONSET, where it
had DOLCE and BFO ontologies implemented, it has been extensively modified, extended to
include other foundational ontologies (GFO and SUMO) and evaluated in a number of ways.
Earlier versions of ONSET had a tooltip implemented to explain complex terms related to foundational ontologies that users are known to have difficulty with. However, users were not aware
of the tooltip function. Therefore, the tooltip was changed to explanation buttons, making it
easier to locate and use. In order to include GFO and SUMO ontologies in ONSET, a criteria
list with values had been drawn up for each of them. Thereafter criteria lists were sent to the
GFO and SUMO ontology developers for verification. We have received feedback for the GFO
criteria values thanks to the GFO developers, Prof. Heinrich Herre and Frank Loebe. The next
step was to implement more questions for the new criteria found in GFO and SUMO in their
respective categories in ONSET. This step included altering counter variables that were used to
calculate a selected foundational ontology, altering explanation and conflicting arrays that were
used to motivate ONSET’s choice and its conflicting ontology properties. A list of references
motivating the usage of GFO and SUMO in subject domains was compiled. These references
were implemented in ONSET to assist the user in domain ontology development of a particular
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subject domain using GFO or SUMO.
ONSET’s functionality has been evaluated by ontological use-cases and experimental evaluation. In the ontological use-cases from existing applications it was found that ONSET’s choice
of a foundational ontology corresponds to the choices and selection of the use-cases. From the
simulated ontological use-cases we see that when the scaling functionality in ONSET is used,
it makes a difference to its selection. For ONSET’s experimental evaluation, novice ontology
developers from the UKZN honours class were to perform ontology selection for five scenarios.
The class was divided into two groups, A and B. Group A was to complete the task of five scenarios using their lecture notes and resources from the internet. Group B was to complete the
same tasks using the same resources as Group A and additionally, ONSET. The results of the
experiment indicated that Group B performed ontology selection twice as accurately as Group A
and had also completed their tasks in a shorter time period. Table 5.1 shows a comparison of the
accuracy rates of both groups. From the experimental evaluation, we conclude that ONSET aids
in ontology selection with respect to accuracy and time-taken.
Table 5.1.: A comparison of the accuracy of ontology selection by Group A and Group B, for
each of the five scenarios of the experiment. Source:[39].
Scenario
Group A Average
Group B Average
1.Ontology of heart diseases
22%
52%
2.Ontology for the integration of 16%
43%
databases of a manufacturing factory
3.Ontology of economic systems
20%
48%
4.Ontology of banks
16%
37%
5.Ontology for conceptual data models
8%
51%
All Scenarios
16%
46%

Other foundational ontology developers (YAMATO and GIST) have taken an interest in ONSET. Their foundational ontologies are in the process of being implemented in ONSET. At
present, ONSET must be downloaded and run locally for use. In the near future, we plan to
create a web-based version of ONSET, integrated into ROMULUS.

5.3.6. Ontology metadata
Metadata values for each original, modularised, mapped, and merged ontology are provided in
ROMULUS. Metadata is important to have in ROMULUS in that provides the ontology developer with additional data pertaining to a foundational ontology to assist the ontology developer
with reusing that ontology effectively. For the proposed library, we aim to create an extensive
and descriptive list of metadata for each ontology. We use criteria from the Ontology Metadata
Vocabulary (OMV), the OM2 R metadata model and introduce a new metadata criteria. At this
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stage, we do not include the OWL formalisation of OMV and OM2 R in the ontologies themselves, but standalone metadata for each ontology. In the near future, we intend to integrate the
OWL formalisation of OMV and OM2 R to each ontology in order to facilitate interoperability
between machines.
5.3.6.1. General metadata criteria

The general metadata criteria from each model which will be used in ROMULUS is presented
below:
OMV metadata criteria

Ontology details
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ontology name
Ontology acronym
Ontology ID
Ontology description
Ontology creation date
Ontology latest modified date
Ontology version
Ontology URI
Ontology languages
Ontology licence

Organisation details
•
•
•
•

Ontology documentation page
Ontology creators contact details
Organisation name
Organisation homepage

Metrics
•
•
•
•

Number of classes in the ontology
Number of individuals in the ontology
Number of properties in the ontology
Number of axioms in the ontology

OM2 R metadata criteria

Matching
• Matching method
• Matching tool
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ROMULUS metadata criteria

Modularity
• Module type
• Original ontology
Mediation
• Original ontologies
• Alignment type
5.3.6.2. Metadata criteria with parameters for main modules

We provide the metadata values for the following ontologies: DOLCE, BFO and GFO, DOLCELite-EL, and BFOGFOMappings. Refer to Tables 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 5.5, and 5.6 to view these
metadata values. Metadata values for all the ontologies in ROMULUS can be accessed at ROMULUS’s metadata page1 .

5.3.7. Downloads
This page contains links to each foundational ontology (original, modularised, mapping, and
merged) within ROMULUS, ROMULUS’s documentation, ONSET and ONSET’s documentation, and supplementary materials.

Contact
This page provides the user with the contact details of the developers of ROMULUS.

1 http://www.cs.ukzn.ac.za/zubeida/ROMULUS/ontologyMetadata.html
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Table 5.2.: List of metadata for DOLCE-Lite.
Entity
Value
Ontology details
Ontology name
A Descriptive Ontology for Linguistic and Cognitive Engineering
(Lite)
Ontology acronym
DOLCE-Lite
Ontology ID
1
Ontology description
DOLCE is the first module of a Library of Foundational Ontologies in WonderWeb project. DOLCE’s categories are based on
common-sense principals and natural language. DOLCE-Lite is
a simplified version of the full ontology that does not consider:
modality, temporal indexing, relation composition.
Ontology creation date
10 December 2002
Ontology latest modified date 28 June 2006
Ontology version
397
Ontology URI
http://www.loa-cnr.it/ontologies/DOLCE-Lite.owl
Ontology languages
DAML, KIF, FOL, OWL 2, OWL 2 DL
Ontology licence
Free
Organisation details
Ontology
documentation http://www.loa.istc.cnr.it/Papers/dolce docs.zip
page
Ontology creators contact de- Claudio Masolo email: masolo@loa-cnr.it, Stefano Borgo email:
tails
borgo@loa-cnr.it, Aldo Gangemi email: aldo.gangemi@cnr.it,
Nicola Guarino email: guarino@loa-cnr.it, Alessandro Oltramari
email: aoltrama@andrew.cmu.edu
Organisation name
The Laboratory for Applied Ontology (LOA). Institute of Cognitive Science and Technology Italian National Research Council
Organisation homepage
http://www.loa.istc.cnr.it/
Metrics
Number of classes in the on- 37
tology
Number of individuals in the 0
ontology
Number of properties in the 70
ontology
Number of axioms in the on- 349
tology
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Table 5.3.: List of metadata for BFO.
Entity
Value
Ontology details
Ontology name
Basic Formal Ontology (1.1)
Ontology acronym
BFO1.1
Ontology ID
11
Ontology description
BFO is a foundational ontology which focusses on support of domain ontologies developed for scientific research.
Ontology creation date
2003
Ontology latest modified date Unknown
Ontology version
1.1.1
Ontology URI
http://www.ifomis.org/bfo/1.1
Ontology languages
All OWL species, OBO.
Ontology licence
Free
Organisation details
Ontology
documentation http://www.ifomis.org/bfo/home
page
Ontology creators contact de- Barry Smith email: phismith@buffalo.edu, Pierre Grenon
tails
email: pgrenon@ebi.ac.uk , Holger Stenzhorn email: holger.stenzhorn@uks.eu and others
Organisation name
Institute for Formal Ontology and Medical Information Science
(IFOMIS)
Organisation homepage
http://www.ifomis.org
Metrics
Number of classes in the on- 39
tology
Number of individuals in the 0
ontology
Number of properties in the 0
ontology
Number of axioms in the on- 95
tology
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Table 5.4.: List of metadata for GFO.
Entity
Value
Ontology details
Ontology name
General Formal Ontology
Ontology acronym
GFO
Ontology ID
15
Ontology description
GFO is a foundational ontology for conceptual modelling. GFO
exhibits a three layered metaontological architecture consisting of
an abstract top level, an abstract core level, and a basic level.
Ontology creation date
28 August 2006
Ontology latest modified date 28 August 2006
Ontology version
1.0 build 9
Ontology URI
http://www.onto-med.de/ontologies/gfo.owl
Ontology languages
OWL 2, OWL 2 DL
Ontology licence
Free
Organisation details
Ontology
documentation http://www.onto-med.de/publications/index.jsp
page
Ontology creators contact de- Heinrich Herre email:
herre@informatik.uni-leipzig.de
tails
, Barbara Heller email:barbara.heller@ontomed.de, Patryk Burek email: burek@infomatik.uni-leipzig.de, Robert
Hoehndorf email: rh497@cam.ac.uk, Frank Loebe email:
frank.loebe@informatik.uni-leipzig.de and Hannes Michalek
email: hannes@michalek.de.
Organisation name
Ontologies in Medicine and Life Sciences Foundations, Development and Applications (Onto-Med)
Organisation homepage
http://www.onto-med.de/
Metrics
Number of classes in the on- 78
tology
Number of individuals in the 1
ontology
Number of properties in the 67
ontology
Number of axioms in the on- 323
tology
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Table 5.5.: List of metadata for DOLCE-Lite-EL module.
Entity
Value
Ontology details
Ontology name
A Descriptive Ontology for Linguistic and Cognitive Engineering
(Lite-EL)
Ontology acronym
DOLCE-Lite-EL
Ontology ID
9
Ontology description
DOLCE modularised in an OWL 2 EL fragment.
Ontology creation date
24 August 2012
Ontology latest modified date 24 August 2012
Ontology version
1
Ontology URI
http://www.cs.ukzn.ac.za/zubeida/ontologies/DOLCE-EL.owl
Ontology languages
OWL 2, OWL 2 DL, OWL 2 EL
Ontology licence
Free
Organisation details
Ontology
documentation
page
Ontology creators contact de- Zubeida Casmod Dawood email: zkhan@csir.co.za
tails
Organisation name
University of KwaZulu-Natal (UKZN) and Centre for Artificial
Intelligence Research (CAIR), South Africa
Organisation homepage
http://cair.za.net/
Metrics
Number of classes in the on- 37
tology
Number of individuals in the 0
ontology
Number of properties in the 70
ontology
Number of axioms in the on- 280
tology
Modularity
Module type
OWL 2 profile
Original ontology
DOLCE-Lite
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Table 5.6.: List of metadata for BFOGFOMappings.
Entity
Value
Ontology details
Ontology name
Basic Formal Ontology - General Formal Ontology Mappings
Ontology acronym
BFOGFOMappings
Ontology ID
44
Ontology description
The merged ontology of BFO and GFO.
Ontology creation date
19 November 2012
Ontology latest modified date 19 November 2012
Ontology version
1
Ontology URI
http://www.cs.ukzn.ac.za/zubeida/ontologies/BFOGFOMappings.owl
Ontology languages
OWL 2
Ontology licence
Free
Organisation details
Ontology
documentation
page
Ontology creators contact de- Zubeida Casmod Dawood email: zkhan@csir.co.za
tails
Organisation name
University of KwaZulu-Natal (UKZN) and Centre for Artificial
Intelligence Research (CAIR), South Africa
Organisation homepage
http://cair.za.net/
Metrics
Number of classes in the on- 12
tology
Number of individuals in the 0
ontology
Number of properties in the 0
ontology
Number of axioms in the on- 6
tology
Mediation
Matching method
Mixed: Manual matching with some tool output
Matching tool/s
H-Match, PROMPT, LogMap
Original ontologies
BFO, GFO
Alignment type
Foundational ontology to foundational ontology
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In order to assess ROMULUS’s functionality, usability and accuracy of alignments, it has been
evaluated in three ways. We discuss and summarise each evaluation and its results in the following sections. Thereafter we discuss ROMULUS’s goals and functional requirements relative to
those of the envisioned WFOL.

6.1. Evaluating foundational ontology interchangeability
We evaluate the foundational interchangeability in ROMULUS by converting the Subcellular
Anatomy Ontology(SAO) [43] from BFO to DOLCE-Lite. We use the method proposed in
Section 4.4 to perform foundational ontology interchangeability.
1. Create new ontology: We use Protégé v4.1.
2. Import ontology files: We have imported the following files:
• SAO.owl: The SAO ontology in BFO
• BFORODOLCE-LiteMerged.owl: A merged ontology of BFO with RO and DOLCELite.
3. Group ontology entities into main entities: After importing the two files, we notice that
there are three main super entities in the ontology:entity, entity and particular. Fig. 6.1
displays this. There are two main BFO entities: entity and entity. The first entity contains
entities from SAO ontology axiomatised in BFO, while the second entity is the top-level
entity of BFO from the merged ontology. This is because SAO is linked to an older version
of BFO, therefore SAO’s domain entities are not automatically linked to the BFO entities
from the merged ontology. Lastly, particular is the top-level entity of DOLCE-Lite from
the merged ontology.
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Figure 6.1.: The three main entities in the new ontology.
4. Move entities from entity to entity: Move each domain entity from SAO’s entity to
BFO’s entity according to the method’s step 4. Continue until all the domain entities are
moved to BFO’s entity, ensuring that no domain entities are subsumed by SAO’s entity.
5. Move entities from entity to particular: Move each domain entity from BFO’s entity
to DOLCE’s particular according to the method’s step 5. Continue until all the domain
entities are moved to DOLCE’s particular, ensuring that no domain entities are subsumed
by BFO’s entity.
6. Repeat: We repeat steps 3 to 5 for object properties in the ontology. None of SAO’s
object properties were able to be contained in DOLCE.
7. Delete SAO’s entity and BFO’s entity: Delete SAO’s entity and sub-entities and BFO’s
entity and sub-entities. We now have two main entities left: DOLCE’s particular, which
contains DOLCE’s classes and SAO’s domain classes, and a main entity for DOLCE’s
object properties.
Using the method introduced in Section 4.4 and merged ontologies found in ROMULUS,
we have successfully converted the SAO ontology from BFO to DOLCE-Lite. The resulting
ontology, SAO-DOLCE-Lite.owl can be accessed at ROMULUS’s download page1 . In this case
of foundational ontology interchangeability, all the domain entities from SAO were able to be
contained in DOLCE-Lite ontology. There are 788 domain entities in SAO-DOLCE-Lite.owl, in
total. However, none of the object properties were equivalent to those in DOLCE-Lite, therefore
none of the 36 object properties were able to be represented in DOLCE-Lite. While BFO and
DOLCE-Lite have different philosophies, the proposed method allowed a conversion between
the two, which provides the user with greater freedom in the use of foundational ontologies.
While there are entities in the ontologies that are not related by equivalence, the method allow
the user to relate the entities based on subsumption. This will be further reinforced in the future
where subsumption relations will be explicitly included in the ontology mappings.
1 http://www.cs.ukzn.ac.za/zubeida/ontologies/SAO-DOLCE-Lite.owl
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6.2. Evaluating ontological alignments by users
In this evaluation, participants were given class alignments between the three foundational ontologies to assess the accuracy of them. A screenshot of a single evaluation alignment is shown
in Fig. 6.2. In each alignment survey, there is an open-ended question asking for general comments and suggestions. Every alignment in each survey has the following answering options:
Agree, Partially Agree, Disagree, Unsure, and Skip, and an annotation from the entity’s respective foundational ontology. Section 2.2 provides more detail about the meaning of each option.
The participants for this evaluation were members of the Digital Enterprise Research Institute
(DERI). DERI is leading research institute aimed at enabling networked knowledge using semantic web technologies. The participants were given access to the ontological alignments in
the form of a web-based survey, with a time-limit of two weeks to complete the evaluation.

Figure 6.2.: Evaluating an ontological alignment.
Each ontological alignment set received a different number of responses: DOLCE and BFO
had 18 responses, BFO and GFO had 10 responses and GFO and DOLCE had 13 responses. For
each alignment set, most responses were for the Agree option. On average, 44.9% of all responses
were for the Agree option. A large portion of responses were for the Partially agree option.
Thereafter, 11.0% and 17.7% of responses were for the Unsure and Skip options respectively.
The smallest portion of responses, 7.1% were from the Disagree option. Table 6.1 provides
a summary of the responses received for each option. As indicated in the table provided, the
highest percentage of responses was for the Agree option. For what they agreed upon, in most
cases participants agreed on the same alignments. An alignment that many participants agreed on
is the equivalence of DOLCE:spatio-temporal-region and BFO:SpatioTemporalRegion. In most
cases, the Agree option received few or no responses when ontology entity annotations were not
clearly defined. Fig. 6.3 displays two alignments that received less than 2 responses for Agree due
to the fact that some entity annotations were not clearly defined. The few Disagree options were
for different alignments. An alignment that received some Disagree responses is the equivalence
of DOLCE:perdurant and GFO:Occurrent. Likewise, participants were not united in their Unsure
and Skip responses. Most of the general comments received indicated that the annotations from
the foundational ontologies were difficult to understand, not properly defined and missing in
some cases. Perhaps if the annotations were better defined, the number of Agree options would
have increased.
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Table 6.1.: A comparison of alignment evaluation responses.

Agree
Partially agree
Disagree
Unsure
Skip

DOLCE and BFO

BFO and GFO

GFO and DOLCE

Average

49.4%
21.7%
7.8%
8.3%
12.8%

47.1%
20.0%
6.4%
9.3%
17.1%

38.1%
16.3%
7.1%
15.4%
23.1%

44.9%
19.3%
7.1%
11.0%
17.7%

Figure 6.3.: Entity annotations that are not clearly defined.

6.3. Evaluating functionality by comparison with other
ontology repositories
For the third evaluation of ROMULUS, we performed a side-by-side comparison with other existing ontology repositories. We have selected OOR, BioPortal [75], TONES, and COLORE
ontologies to compare it with, seeing that they share some common functionality. We will compare the repositories in terms of the following functionality criteria: browse, mediation, search,
metadata, ontology selection, ontology verbalisation, ontology comparison, and ontology access.
In terms of repository vision, ROMULUS is a repository of foundational ontologies. Users
are not able to upload their own ontologies or data on ROMULUS, but they are encouraged to
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download the ontologies and data on the repository. OOR is an open repository in which users
are encouraged to upload their ontological projects and contributions, download resources and
openly access the source code. BioPortal is a repository of biomedical ontologies. Like OOR,
it is open repository in which users are encouraged to upload their ontological projects and contributions, download resources and openly access the source code. TONES is aimed at being
a central location for ontologies that will be helpful for application developers for testing purposes. It is closed, users are only allowed to download the ontologies and view some metadata.
COLORE aims to be an open repository of first-order ontologies to aid in ontology evaluation
and integration techniques, and to support the design, evaluation, and application of ontologies
in first-order logic.
Table 6.2 displays a comparison of their functionality. From this comparison of functionality,
we observe that ROMULUS provides advanced functionality in most of the criteria used in this
evaluation. Instances where ROMULUS was found lacking such as a search function will be
considered for future works.

6.4. Summary of evaluation
The three different evaluations conducted to assess ROMULUS’s functionality, achieved the
following results:
• Evaluating foundational ontology interchangeability: The successful use of the method
proposed in Section 4.4 and applied in Section 6.1 to convert a domain ontology from
BFO to DOLCE demonstrates that the use of the method is both feasible and simplifies the
process of foundational ontology interchangeability.
• Evaluating ontological alignments by users: As discussed above in Section 6.2, the users
agreed with over 40% of the alignments. However real disagreement was less than 10%
due to ‘Unsure’ and ‘Skip’ responses.
• Evaluating functionality by comparison with other repositories: From this evaluation
in Section 6.3, we conclude that when compared to existing ontology repositories, ROMULUS does provide advanced functionality.
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Ontology
selector

Mediation

Browse
ture

fea-

ROMULUS has alignments and mappings
between its ontologies,
merged and higherlevel
foundational
ontologies, mapping
inconsistencies
and
a method for foundational
ontology
interchangeability.
It has ONSET, a foundational ontology selection tool, available
to download and execute locally.
It has an ontology recommender system that
allows one to input
some text to use in calculating which ontologies are most relevant
for a corpus.

OOR has some mappings between its ontologies.
It allows
users to specify mappings between ontologies.

OOR
Allows a user to view
a tree structure of each
ontology and a visualisation of the ontology,
in terms of displaying the local neighbourhood of an entity
and the relation of an
entity to the root. Ontology browsing, overall is slow as it takes
a few seconds to load
subclasses and expand
the hierarchy.

It has an ontology recommender system that
allows one to input
some text to use in calculating which ontologies are most relevant
for a corpus.

BioPortal
Allows a user to view
a tree structure of each
ontology and a visualisation of the ontology,
in terms of displaying the local neighbourhood of an entity,
the relation of an entity to the root and
the mappings neighbourhood. Ontology
browsing, overall is
slow as it takes a few
seconds to load subclasses and expand the
hierarchy.
BioPortal has some
mappings
between
its ontologies.
It
allows users to specify
mappings
between
ontologies.

No support.

No support.

TONES
The ontology browsing feature is unavailable.

Table 6.2.: A comparison of ROMULUS against other ontology repositories.

ROMULUS
It
implements
WebProtégé to enable
ontology browsing in
tree structure. Users
are able to view the
hierarchy,
classes,
object properties and
annotations of an
ontology. The initial
load takes a few seconds but thereafter,
browsing is immediate
without delay.

No support.

No support.

COLORE
There is no ontology
browsing feature
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Uses OMV, OM2 R,
and own model. Has
a comprehensive, updated metadata list for
each ontology.

Has the ontology axioms verbalised in description logics and
natural language.
Has an extensive comparison of its ontologies, in terms of different categories of criteria.
Users are able to view
and download all ontologies.

Metadata

Ontology verbalisation

Ontology
access

Comparison

No support.

Search

Users are able to upload and edit their own
ontologies, and download all ontologies.

No support.

No support.

Allows a user to search
through the repository
for entity names, ids,
synonyms, properties.
Users are also able to
filter their search.
Uses OMV. Has metadata lists for each ontology, but some missing metadata because
users upload metadata
for their ontologies.

Users are able to upload and edit their own
ontologies, and download all ontologies.

No support.

Allows a user to search
through the repository
for entity names, ids,
synonyms, properties.
Users are also able to
filter their search.
Uses OMV and own
model. Has metadata
lists for each ontology, but some missing metadata because
users upload metadata
for their ontologies.
No support.

Users are able to
download all ontologies.

No support.

No support.

Has
comprehensive
metadata for metrics only for each
ontology.

Allows the user to
search according to
DL specificity and by
specifying a number
of axioms.

Users are able to view
and download all ontologies.

No support.

Has verbalisation of
ontologies in common
logic.

Metadata exists only in
the ontology files while
the repository has a
general definition of the
metadata criteria.

No support.

6.4. Summary of evaluation
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6.5. Discussion
ROMULUS, a repository of foundational ontologies was created with the vision of assisting with
semantic operations such as foundational ontology interchangeability. It contains foundational
ontologies with different ontological commitments and functionality. The WFOL was envisioned
to be a library of related foundational ontologies which Semantic Web applications can commit
to, reflecting different commitments and purposes. The vision behind ROMULUS is similar to
that of the WFOL. We now explore the goals and requirements of both systems.
The first main goal of the WFOL is for it to serve as a starting point for building new ontologies by providing a high-level view of entities that are to be modelled. The second main goal
of the WFOL is for it to be a reference point for easy and rigorous comparisons among different ontological approaches. Lastly, the third main goal of the WFOL is for it to be a common
framework for analyzing, harmonizing and integrating existing ontologies and metadata standards. ROMULUS meets the first main goal of the WFOL by providing a higher-level ontology,
FFO, containing only the common entities of DOLCE, BFO and GFO ontologies. The FFO
serves as a starting point for modelling entities in ontology development. Secondly, ROMULUS
meets the goal of being a reference point for providing comparisons between different ontological approaches in the form of its online multi-dimensional criteria comparison of selected
foundational ontologies. Lastly, ROMULUS is a common framework for analyzing, harmonizing and integrating existing ontologies and metadata standards thanks to its multi-dimensional
criteria comparison of selected foundational ontologies, alignments, mapping ontologies, merged
ontologies, and extensive metadata for each ontology.
The three requirements for the WFOL is for it to be minimal, rigorous and extensively researched. ROMULUS is minimal in that it only contains foundational ontologies and related
modules, and an even higher-level minimal ontology, FFO. Secondly, ROMULUS meets the requirement of being rigorous by containing the OWLized versions of each foundational ontology
which is characterized by means of rich axiomatisations. Furthermore, human-readable verbalisations of these axiomatisations are available in ROMULUS to aid in foundational ontology
usage. For the last requirement, ROMULUS is extensively researched because its foundational
ontologies were selected after an extensive research and in-depth comparison into widely used
and maintained foundational ontologies. In addition to these WFOL requirements, ROMULUS
meets its own following requirements from Section 5.1.1: modular foundational ontologies, mediated foundational ontologies, online browsing library, extensive foundational ontology comparisons, ontology verbalisations, multi-dimensional metadata criteria, and access to download
ontologies and related resources.
By comparing the philosophy, goals and requirements of ROMULUS to WFOL, we realise
that their philosophies are the same and that ROMULUS meets all goals and requirements of the
envisioned WFOL and meets other important requirements. ROMULUS is clearly useful in enabling semantic interoperability by providing infrastructure to assist with foundational ontology
interchangeability.
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Conclusions and future work
The problem of semantic interoperability when using different foundational ontologies has been
successfully solved in ROMULUS. We have realised a solution to overcome the issues posed in
foundational ontology interchangeability. ROMULUS offers the ontology developer a practical
solution of having the freedom to use a preferred foundational ontology in development and acquiring semantic interoperability by linking their ontology to heterogenous systems. In order for
ROMULUS to be applied to diverse Semantic Web applications, we have selected foundational
ontologies with different philosophies and ontological commitments that have been applied to a
wide range of subject domains and applications.
ROMULUS provides infrastructure: ontological alignments, mappings, merged ontologies,
a higher-level ontology, and a method for foundational ontology interchangeability to aid with
interoperability. The ontological alignments, which form the basis to perform mapping, have
been identified after careful consideration by using existing tools and documentation, and manually. The mappings and merged ontologies, which may be used together with the method for
foundational ontology interchangeability, assists a user in converting between foundational ontologies and linking different domain ontologies that use different foundational ontologies. The
method for foundational ontology interchangeability has been evaluated, by converting a domain ontology from BFO to DOLCE, with the resulting ontology containing all the original domain classes, demonstrating that the proposed method does in fact assist a user in foundational
ontology interchangeability. The higher-level ontology, FFO, a single ontology containing the
most general concepts from the foundational ontologies in ROMULUS, promotes interoperability. Furthermore, ROMULUS has a number of other features aimed at promoting foundational
ontology usage. The metadata criteria for each ontology in ROMULUS enables ontology reuse.
ROMULUS has human-readable verbalisations for each foundational ontology which aims at
enabling better understanding and ease of use of foundational ontologies. The online browsing feature in ROMULUS means that users need not install or execute any software to browse
through foundational ontologies. Ontology comparison in ROMULUS provides the user with
an extensive, structured comparison of foundational ontologies in the form of tables and lists.
Ontology selection allows a user to automatically select a foundational ontology, based on their
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own requirements.
To the best of our knowledge, ROMULUS is the first online repository of machine-processable,
modularised, aligned, and merged foundational ontologies, with the goal of facilitating semantic
interoperability by allowing for foundational ontology interchangeability.

7.1. Future Work
Our significant achievements of providing a foundational ontology repository meeting all functional requirements and successfully solving the issue of semantic interoperability when using
different foundational ontologies, opens a plethora of avenues for further research and investigation questions to expand on this work.
Including other foundational ontologies in ROMULUS will improve foundational ontology
interchangeability and usage by improving the versatility of the repository and providing the
ontology developers with a greater variety of foundational ontologies to interchange between.
If the method for performing foundational ontology interchangeability was automated, it would
be easier for the user to perform interchangeability and enhance semantic interoperability and
foundational ontology usage. We would like to provide infrastructure to allow users to upload
ontologies and create alignments that the community could evaluate. At present, only a few
subsumption relations have been used for alignment. Extending this to a complete set of subsumption relation alignments will improve foundational ontology interchangeability. Rather than
limiting the ontologies to that of OWL language, we feel the need to include ontologies in other
languages. The ontology metadata in ROMULUS, can be improved by including the OWL formalism of OMV and OM2 R in each foundational ontology in ROMULUS. It is also important
to move the online ontology metadata to a database to enable its maintainability and improve
its functionality. The ontology verbalisation can be improved to include tables comparing OWL
axioms to ACE concepts, generated by the OWL verbaliser tool. Ontology selection is to be
improved by creating a web-based version of ONSET, integrated in ROMULUS. Lastly, a search
function is to be implemented in ROMULUS.

7.2. Summary of contributions
The new types of foundational ontology modules presented herein were created to aid developers
in performing specific functions, where usage of an entire foundational ontology is not required.
A content comparison between DOLCE, BFO and GFO was performed. Ontology mediation
performed for the foundational ontologies resulted in ontological alignments, mappings, merged
ontologies, a higher level ontology, and a method to perform foundational ontology interchangeability. The ontological alignments form the basis for creating mappings. From the alignment
process, we have identified and provided both accurate and approximate alignments. From the
mapping process, we have identified ontological inconsistencies for a number of entities which
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may be useful to foundational ontology developers to improve their foundational ontologies to
achieve a higher level of interoperability. We provide fixes to some of these ontological inconsistencies. The mapping and merged ontologies, which may be used together with the method
for performing foundational ontology interchangeability, are useful in cases where one wishes
to convert between the three foundational ontologies and to achieve interoperability between a
heterogeneous system: one may link a particular ontology using a foundational ontology to an
ontology using a different foundational ontology. Interoperability may also be achieved if the
higher-level ontology is used as it solely encompasses entities and relational properties from all
three foundational ontologies. We have created metadata lists for each foundational ontology in
the repository with the hope of enabling ontology reuse. Mapping and merged ontologies and
foundational ontology modules have additional metadata criteria.
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Appendix

A

Complete set of accurate alignments
The alignments in bold font are those that result in successful mappings.

Figure A.1.: Alignments between BFO and GFO ontologies.
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Appendix A. Complete set of accurate alignments

Figure A.2.: Alignments between BFO and GFOBasic ontologies.

Figure A.3.: Alignments between DOLCE-Lite and BFORO ontologies.
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Figure A.4.: Alignments between FunctionalParticipation and BFORO ontologies.
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Appendix A. Complete set of accurate alignments

Figure A.5.: Alignments between BFORO and GFO ontologies.
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Figure A.6.: Alignments between BFORO and GFOBasic ontologies.
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Appendix A. Complete set of accurate alignments

Figure A.7.: Alignments between SpatialRelations and BFORO ontologies.
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Figure A.8.: Alignments between TemporalRelations and BFORO ontologies.

Figure A.9.: Alignments between DOLCE-Lite and BFO ontologies.
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Appendix A. Complete set of accurate alignments

Figure A.10.: Alignments between DOLCE-Lite and GFO ontologies.
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Figure A.11.: Alignments between DOLCE-Lite and GFOBasic ontologies.
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Appendix A. Complete set of accurate alignments

Figure A.12.: Alignments between FunctionalParticipation and BFO ontologies.

Figure A.13.: Class alignments between FunctionalParticipation and GFO ontologies.
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Figure A.14.: Object property alignments between FunctionalParticipation and GFO ontologies.
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Figure A.15.: Alignments between FunctionalParticipation and GFOBasic ontologies.
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Figure A.16.: Alignments between SpatialRelations and BFO ontologies.
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Appendix A. Complete set of accurate alignments

Figure A.17.: Alignments between SpatialRelations and GFO ontologies.
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Figure A.18.: Alignments between SpatialRelations and GFOBasic ontologies.
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Appendix A. Complete set of accurate alignments

Figure A.19.: Alignments between TemporalRelations and BFO ontologies.

Figure A.20.: Class alignments between TemporalRelations and GFO ontologies.
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Figure A.21.: Object property alignments between TemporalRelations and GFO ontologies.
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Figure A.22.: Alignments between TemporalRelations and GFOBasic ontologies.
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Appendix

B

Alignments from existing tools and
documentations
We provide the alignments given by each tool and documentation.

B.1. H-Match’s alignments
Table B.1.: H-Match’s equivalence alignments between DOLCE-Lite and BFO ontologies.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

DOLCE-Lite

BFO

accomplishment
achievement
endurant
event
feature
process
proposition
quale
quality
region
set
spatio-temporal-region
state
stative
temporal-region
time-interval

Occurrent
Entity
Entity
Entity
Occurrent
Process
Disposition
Role
Quality
SpatialRegion
Entity
SpatioTemporalRegion
Role
Entity
TemporalRegion
Occurrent
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Table B.2.: H-Match’s equivalence alignments between DOLCE-Lite and GFO ontologies.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
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DOLCE-Lite

GFO

abstract
abstract-quality
abstract-region
accomplishment
achievement
arbitrary-sum
dependent-place
endurant
event
feature
perdurant
process
proposition
quale
quality
quality-space
region
relevant-part
set
space-region
spatio-temporal-region
state
stative
temporal-region
time-interval

Abstract
Abstract
Abstract
Entity
Item
Item
Dependent
Entity
Entity
Set
Persistant
Process
Individual
Role
Entity
Space
Spatial region
Entity
Individual
Space
Spatial region
State
State
Temporal region
Time

B.1. H-Match’s alignments

Table B.3.: H-Match’s equivalence alignments between BFO and GFO ontologies.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.

BFO

GFO

Entity
Continuant
Disposition
FiatObjectPart
Function
MaterialEntity
Object
ObjectAggregate
OneDimensionalRegion
Quality
RealizableEntity
Role
Site
SpatialRegion
ThreeDimensionalRegion
TwoDimensionalRegion
ZeroDimensionalRegion
ConnectedTemporalRegion
FiatProcessPart
Occurrent
Process
ProcessAggregate
ProcessBoundary
ProcessualContext
ProcessualEntity
ScatteredSpatiotemporalRegion
ScatteredTemporalRegion
SpatiotemporalRegion
TemporalInstant
TemporalInterval
TemporalRegion

Mass entity
Continuous
Item
Material boundary
Function
Entity
Set
Item
Space
Item
Entity
Set
Item
Spatial region
Space
Space
Space
Temporal region
Process
Occurrent
Process
Process
Process
Process
Processual role
Time
Time
Temporal region
Time
Time
Temporal region
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B.2. PROMPT’s alignments

Table B.4.: PROMPT’s equivalence alignments between DOLCE-Lite and BFO ontologies.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

DOLCE-Lite

BFO

quality
state
quale
process
state
stative
temporal-region
time-interval

Quality
Site
Roll
Process
Role
Entity
TemporalRegion
Occurrent

Table B.5.: PROMPT’s equivalence alignments between DOLCE-Lite and GFO ontologies.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
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DOLCE-Lite

GFO

state
abstract
temporal-region
process
quale
particular
particular

State
Abstract
Temporal region
Process
Role
Item
Dependent

B.3. LogMap’s alignments

Table B.6.: PROMPT’s equivalence alignments between BFO and GFO ontologies.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

BFO

GFO

SpatialRegion
Site
Site
Site
Site
Role
Function
Function
Process
TemporalRegion
Occurrent
Entity

Spatial region
Space
Surface
Situoid
State
Role
Function
Action
Process
Temporal Region
Occurrent
Entity

B.3. LogMap’s alignments

Table B.7.: LogMap’s equivalence alignments between DOLCE-Lite and BFO ontologies.
1.
2.

DOLCE-Lite

BFO

quality
process

Quality
Process

Table B.8.: LogMap’s equivalence alignments between DOLCE-Lite and GFO ontologies.
1.
2.

DOLCE-Lite

GFO

state
process

State
Process
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Appendix B. Alignments from existing tools and documentations

Table B.9.: LogMap’s equivalence alignments between BFO and GFO ontologies.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
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BFO

GFO

Entity
DependentContinuant
Function
IndependentContinuant
Object
Role
Occurrent
SpatialRegion
Process

Entity
Dependent
Function
Independent
MaterialObject
Role
Occurrent
Spatial region
Process

B.4. GFO documentation’s alignments

B.4. GFO documentation’s alignments

Table B.10.: Equivalence alignments between DOLCE-Lite and GFO ontologies from the GFO
documentation.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.

DOLCE-Lite

GFO

particular
endurant
endurant
physical-endurant
amount-of-matter
Feature
physical-object
non-physical-endurant
mental-object
social-agent
perdurant
event
achievement
accomplishment
stative
state
quality
abstract
fact
set
region
region
time-interval
space-region
temporal-region or space-region
region
abstract
endurant or perdurant or quality
quale
temporal-region
entity

Individual
Presential
Persistant
Material structure
Amount of substrate
Material boundary
Material object
Levels
Concept
Social role
Occurrent
Change
Achievement
Accomplishment
Process
State
Property
Space time or Set or Fact
Fact
Set
Space time
Measurement system
Chronoid
Spatial region
Space time
Space region
Abstract
Concrete
Property value
Temporal region
Entity
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Appendix

C

ROMULUS documentation
ROMULUS is a web-based repository aimed at promoting foundational ontology usage for
achieving semantic interoperability. To access ROMULUS, go to http://www.cs.ukzn.ac.
za/zubeida/ROMULUS/home.html
The header of ROMULUS has a menu bar containing ROMULUS’s functions. See Fig. C.1.

Figure C.1.: ROMULUS’s menu bar with different functions.
The Home page (Fig. C.2) introduces a user to ROMULUS, its goals and functions.

Figure C.2.: ROMULUS’s home page.
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A user may browse the ontologies in the repository, online by opening up the Browse ontologies page. See Figures C.3 and C.4 for this.

Figure C.3.: ROMULUS’s browse ontology page.

Figure C.4.: Browsing through BFO ontology in ROMULUS.
The Ontology Comparison page provides a multi-dimensional comparison of foundational
ontologies. It is spread out to different pages: Ontological Commitments, Representation
Language, Software Engineering Properties, Subject Domains, and Applications. One of
the pages, Software Engineering Properties is displayed in Fig. C.5

Figure C.5.: The Software Engineering Properties comparison page.
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Appendix C. ROMULUS documentation
The Ontology Verbalisation page provides different human-readable views on the axioms of
the ontology for the users. Currently it provides a natural language, and description logic view.
The user decides on a view before proceeding with viewing the verbalisation of an ontology.
Description logic view provides the axioms of the ontology in description logic while natural
language view provides the axioms in natural language sentences, in alphabetical order of classes,
relational properties and individuals. Fig. C.6 displays these views.

Figure C.6.: A snapshot of the ontology verbalisation page with snippets from natural language
and description logic views for GFO ontology.
The Ontology mediation page is spread out onto five pages: Alignment, Mapping, Merging, Foundational Ontology Interchangeability, and Mapping Inconsistencies.The Alignment pages (Fig. C.7) have tables of ontological alignments.

Figure C.7.: A table of ontological alignments.
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The Mapping and Merging pages have similar functionality as the Browse ontologies page in
that they allow a user to browse through the mapping and merged ontologies. The Foundational
Ontology Interchangeability page contains a method that may be used to perform foundational
ontology interchangeability. The Mapping Inconsistencies page provides explanations for mapping inconsistencies that arise in cases where alignments cannot be mapped due to various logical
reasons.
The Ontology Metadata page has compiled lists of metadata for each foundational ontology module in ROMULUS. See Fig. C.8 for the page that shows the metadata list of the BFOContinuants module.

Figure C.8.: Metadata list for BFO-Continuants.
The Downloads page has download links for each foundational ontology module, as well as
for additional resources for ROMULUS and ONSET.
The Ontology Selection page provides the user with some insight on ONSET, a foundational
ontology selection tool, and has a link for the user to download ONSET.
The Contact page has the details of ROMULUS developers.
For further details about ROMULUS, feel free to contact:
Zubeida Casmod Dawood email:zkhan@csir.co.za
C.Maria keet email: keet@ukzn.ac.za
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